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PREFACE
The need for 'endogenizing' demographic variables in development
planning is now widely recognized. The planners have to spread their
analytical net wider to capture in one 'go' both the demographic and
socio-economic variables. This requires an explicit recognition of the
two-way link between changes in fertility on the one hand and those in
labour market, wages, income distribution, consumption, savings, investment
and other variables on the other. The research work done so far in Pakistan
has inadequately addressed itself to this two-way linkage between demographic
and socio-economic phenomena. Researchers, constrained by limitations of
both data and analytical framework, have tended to study the demographic
phenomenon of fertility in isolation from such related matters as labour
force participation, rural-urban migration and income and expenditure
patterns. These studies have failed to analyse simultaneously the
demographic, production and consumption decisions of households. For
,nstance, high fertility rates are generally attributed to biological
determinants alone which can be influenced by larGe supplies of such
clinical devices as contraceptives. Such notions about the fertility
behaviour of th~ households have given birth to ineffective government
policies. That the many population p),anning ,ldventures, taking mostly
the form of crash progr~~les, undertaken BO far have foundered should not
surprise anyone. Fertility, like love that sustains it, is a many-
splendoured thing. It must be seen in a broader socio-economic context.
The nature of the influences of economic forces, both direct and
indirect, on fertility behaviour should therefore constitute a major area
of concern for social scientists and policy makers. To nakc a start in
this direction, the inter-linkages between such variables as fertility, labour
force participation and migration and their effects on the household income and
expenditure behaviour must be studied. Such n study should permit us to
understand better the decision-makinl process of the household, which is the
basic uni t in both the demographic and economic 'lllalyses. Research studies of
this genre have already been carried out in many other developing countries
and have provided gainful insights into the'determinants of household
economic-demographic behaviour. However, in Pakistan the present exercise
is the first of its kind.
In order to understand bet tar the economic-demographic interface the
project entitled "Studies in Population, Labour Fore" and l1igrntion" has been
undertaken by the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics in collaboration
with the ILO and UNFPA. The project is a 'four-in-one' venture based on a
national sample, the field-work for which was undertaken by the Statistics
Division (formerly called Central Statistical Office, or CSO for short)
covering 10,288 households. The survey generat"d a wealth of data on the
household decision-naking process concerning the behaviour of the connected
fours<)Mc - viz. fertility, nigration, labour force participation and income
and expenditure. Every effort has been roade to ensure reliability of the Jata.
This study, which is being brought out in the forn of a series of seven 'first'
reports, waul.! enhance our unders tanding of the beh:1Viour of households with
respect to the various ways in which they go about fulfilling their 'basic
needs'. Even '!:lore important, it should lay the foundations of economic
dc~ography in Pakistan, openins up new areas of nulti-Jisciplinary research
that could not be perceived before. This stu.!y shouLl also proville the
researcher with a sufficient feel for the real world to permit fornal econooic-
deoographic no~elling exercises. In this respect the present reports arc truly
pioneering both in intent anl "in purpose.
SyeJ lla~labiiaider Naqvi
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I - Introduction
This report presents some preliminary findings of the PIDE
project "Studies in Population, Labour Force and Higration in Pakistan"
(The PLM project) which was implemented in collaboration with the inter-
national Labour Office (ILO) with funding su~port from the United Nations
Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA). The project is concerned with
the interrelationships between various aspects of household behaviour in
production and reproduction, seeking to improve understanding of deci-
sion making in fertility, family formation, migration and labour force
participation at the household level in Pakistan. Since the consensus
of the Horld Population Conference in Bucharest in 1974, and its "'orld
Population Plan of Action, governments, including that of Pakistan have
been anxious to articulate more effectively the policy links between
population on the one hand and social and economic development, on the
other. To some extent, this objective has been constrained by a lack
of data and understanding of the underlying interactions between these
two sets of factors bearing on household decision making. Whilst there
is no shortage of sophisticated theory, purporting to explain how be-
haviour is framed \vi thin the social and economic envi ronment ns \vc11 as
through government policies, howev0.r tests of these theories based on
sound empiricism are not common in the developing countries. Yet social
policy in this area cannot be properly effective without empirically based
analytical framework.
..
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Recognizing the serious shortage of reliable data on population
and development interactions, the PIDE embarked on ambitious programme
of data collection and economic demographic analysis. The data so genera-
ted (details of which have been reviewed in Irfan, 1980) arc in many
respects unique to Pakistan. They offer a rich store for policy based
study over the immediate future and it is recognized that these first
reports hardly scratch the surface of their research potentiaL Rather,
they seek to present the results of the PUt project in a broad prospec-
tive. This is a first phase of research which is expected to be followed
by more intensive work, concerned with underlying socio-economic behaviour
and related hypothesis testing.
Among the variety of economic demographic ramifications of re-
levance to policy making, migration is the most rapid of demographic res-
ponses to socia-economic change. Generally migrants move to improve
their well-being, to better job opportunities and to increase their human
capital. Strategies of social and economic development have profound
effects on migration which often emerge with the medium term time hori-
zons of most planning exercises (5 years). Given the predominance of
urban based industrialization, it is not surprising that most recent
migration literature has highlighted the role played by rural-urban migra-
tion and the importance of economic factors in its determination (Todaro
1976). The recent surge in contract migration to the Middle East and North
Africa is a somewhat dramatic illustration of the wage responsiveness of
labour supply and territorial mobility. Such migr~tion responses, however,
can hinder the attainment of social and economic ohjectives if not pro-
perly understood and anticipated.
..
..
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•In Pakistan official policy concern has been expressed regarding
the present trends in migration and urbanization in the country. The
growth of the large metropolitan areas of Karachi, Lahore and other citi-
es has led to the adoption of a strategy to achieve a better rural-urban
balance to 'slow down un-necessary and wasteful migration' to distribute
urbanization more uniformly and to accelerate the growth of small towns
and intermediate cities (Planning Commission, Government of Pakistan 1978,
p. 181). Experience has shown however, that state policies on migration
if they are to be effective, must be based on a sound understanding of the
nature of migration flows, as well their determinants and consequences.
For this, census data are known to have serious limitation and must be
supplemented by more careful empirical enquiries at the household level.
The PLM survey will go some way in meeting this need.
This paper reports some preliminary results of the PLM survey,
as they relate to migration flews in Pakistan. Section II reviews the
implications of the data collection methodology, and is followed (in
Section III) by an analysis of the major flows of internal migration.
Section IV deals separately with international mip,ration and Section VIII
draws some concluding observations. Companion papers are under prepa-
ration on the consequences of migration processes, and on the characteris-
tics of the migrants.
".
".
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II. Migration Data in the PLM Survey:
Existing data base on migration in Pakistan is not very satis-
factory. The censuses for 1951 and 1961 only provide information on life-
time migration (place of birth and present residance)wh~reas even this in-
formation is not available from the 1971 census. For data pertaining to
the 1960's, information is only available on a country-wiso basis from the
Housing, Economic and Demographic Survey (RED), 1973, and various labour
force surveys. These limitations of census data for migration study are
now fully appreciated. Thei r primary use is for the measurement 1)f mig-
ration flows and the calculation of migration rates. Similar considera-
tions apply to the HED and LFS surveys, though they are subject to the
additional limitations of sampling which can be particularly troublesome
in migration study (as we shall discover below).
Both censuses and national sample surveys can accommodate only
limited coverage of migration phenomena. They are therefore ill suited
as a basis for explaining and understanding the behcvioural interactions
betweer> migration, employment and development, which require some under-
stcnding of the causes and consequences of migration. On the other
hand, micro studies, though treat the subject in greater depth, cannot
be generally applied, and are therefore of r~latively limited usc in
policy prescription.
-5-
In many respects, the PLH survey is an attempt to combine the
advantages of both these approaches. The survey entailed the development
of a latch-on migration module which was enumerated alone with the on-
going Labour Force and Income and Expenditure Surveys of the Federal Bureau
of Statistics (FBS). For 1979-80 the FBS had decided to conduct these
I
I
I.
';
..
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surveys on the same sample of households, with the sample selection designed
to yield reasonably accurate data at the provincial and national levels,
The addition of the migration questionnaire modulel considerably enriched
the information from the survey as regards migration behaviour. By
adopting this 'latch-on" methodology, the>PLM surve>y could generate esti-
mates of migration flows over a wide geographical areas (at the national
and provincial levels in fact) and at the same time>help in exploration
of factors bearing on migration determinants and consequences. This
approach to migration data collection has the added advantage of relatively
low cost, since PIDE/lLO was able to utilize the existing FBS survey in-
frastructure that was already committed to the LFS and HIES.
Before considering both international and internal migratory
flows as measured by the PLM survey, it is worthwhile reviewing the survey
design adopted, and assessing its strengths and weaknesses for the study
of migration. The choices available in designing the PLM migration survey
were obviously circumscribed by the initial decision to latch-on a rnigra-
tion module to on-going FBS surveys. Understandably, room for manoeuvre
was restricted most severely in relation to the sample design. But the
basic approach also had specific implications for the questionnaire and
other survey related issues.
1. Under the PLM project, a fertility questionnaire module was also
latched on to the Labour Force Survey.
-.
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The Definition of Migrant:
Info~ation on the migration status of household members is
available from both the PLH migration module and the LPS on "hich it was
latched. In the latter case, periodic migration estimates have been re-
ported, based on present and previous residence, and duration of present
residence. The LPS contained information on the reasons for migration,
it did not go into any detail. which is underst~ndnble in n national s~m-
pIe survey of this type in which migration is not its chief focus. The
need to go beyond simply measurinr. migration flews, and to consider also
the underlying determinants and consequences of tha process is the justi-
fication for fielding the additional (PLM) migration nodule.
Unlike tho LPS, which derived its information on mir,ration from
current and previous residence, the PLM survey obtained a migration classi-
fication for each household memher directly from the respondent. The
latter was requested to enlist raembers of the household according to a
five-fold classification.
- In-migrant
- Return-mierant
- Out-migrant
- Potential-migrant
- Non-migrant
The PLM migration questionnaire takes as its reference point
the December 1971 war with its reference period extending over the eight
years prior to the survey. This h~s the advant~~e of utilizing a key
event, which can be raadily recCllled by the respondent, and of t2king a
sufficiently long reference period to increase the probability of identi-
fying migrants in the sample, e point to which we shall return. All migrant
categories refer to the last EK"Je in cases where multin]a IOoves have occurred.
I.
".
".
:
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The five-fold migration classification of the PUt survey has
three Uk~in advantages over the LFS treatment. Firstly, a distinction is
drawn between in-migration and return-migration. 30th are ~ovements in-
to the place of enUMeration, but in the latter case, the mcve follows an
earlier out-migration, but in the latter case, the move follows an earlier
out-wigration from that place. This goes some way in avoi~ing difficulty
often encountered in migration survey design, lolhich is the I selectivi ty
bias' introduced as a result of the sample selection process. ~numerating
households in destination areas, Le. the s<:!lectionof in-nigrants, (as
in the case of LFS), tenos to emphasise these who have successfully nig-
rated and remain at the destination. Yet, frnm a policy perspective,
it is important thnt the study indicates why it is that some migrants
successfully settle in their new envirollQent, whereas others do nct.
Al though this is partly the result of the sampl ing method shmm, the
inclusion of return migration as a sepnrate group tends to reduce the
bl~)~is in the sample. These are migrants who had previously out-migrated
but have returned to their origin for soma reason or another. In effect,
the PLllmigration modula has reduced this selectively bias through enumera-
tion at the place of origin (as far as the original move of return-migrants
is concerned). As we shall demonstrate the PLM questionnaire improved
the survey in coverage of this group of migrants.
Secondly, the addition of the out-migrant cateeory permits the
analysis of sever"l issues including the effr,cts of out-migr"tion on the
household of origin, and the extent of out-wigration overseas. Finally,
although rather an elusive concept for a fiele survey of this type, the
'.
'.
..•
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category 'potential migrant' yields information on the cigration potential
within the non-migrant population, an~ throws light on perceptions of
migration aod the ways in which the decision to mifr:lte is mllcle.
Information collected varies according to the type of migrant
and the reason of mobility for a given typel The data gathered on non-
migrants were confined to a few characteristics, such as age, education,
working status, marital status and reasons for not moving. In the case
of potential migrants, in addition to the above characteristics, intended
destination ane reasons for the potentinl Qove were recorded. For in-
migrar.t and out-minrant categories the information collected varies with
the reasons for mobility. For individuals whose reasons were cited as
marriage or education, li~ited inforr.~tion pertaining to their current
age, education, marital status and activity was obtainad. In the enume-
ration of remaining categories of in-migrants and out-migrants detailed
information 4as collected on the e~ployment status, occupation, and income
before and nfter roieration. These were su~plernent~~with the questions
on rccittance sent beck and money tp.ken n~ayat the time of ~ove. In cases
of out-migration the respondent (generally the hend of the household) was
asked about the perceived effects of the exodus of a household member on
the household's spending and other behaviour ~atterns •
Sample Design:
~.lost of the issues which ne"d to be settled in d,.signing a
sample for a migration study sirlply did not arise in the PL/1 survey because
of the latch-on ~ethodology adopted for data colleetion. The sample had
already been established by the FllS for its t~.,o national surveys (LFS and
-9-
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and HIES), based on an updated samplinr. frame derived fron the 1971 Popu-
lation Census. 2The PLH survey was conducted in two rounds of the LFS
--. -
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sample, its size therefore being approxir.>3telyhalf that of the LFS. Our
present concern is to trace the implications of this for sanplinr- r.>igrants,
and to assess the extent to which it was sub-optimal.
The main problem facing all migration surveys is that of locating
'rate elements', i.e., nigrants. The challenge of sampling for such sur-
veys is to guarantee that a sufficient number of eigrants will be dra"'n in
the sample. This neans that random sanpling techniques nre relatively
cost ineffective, sinco they yield only a sr.>allnumber of rare clements.
Even in areas of substantial in-nieration, the incidence of nip,rnnts in
any random sample is likely to be low.
This has lee sone commentators (e.g. Bilsborro", 1981) to con-
elude that incorporating a detailed migration section in a multi-purpose
survey questionnaire to be applied in a rancor.>sample, will yield too slnall
a proportion of migrants to be cost effective. It is not, however, exactly
clear what 'cost-effectiveness' neans in this context. If the ~igrntion
questionnaire is incorporntDo into an existinp surveys, the costs of which
are cor.>mittecindependently of the nigration component, only the addi-
tional cost shoul,J be taken into consideration. Viewed in this way, the
addition of a migration ~odule m1Y unocr certain circunstances, be a rela-
t~vely cheap method of obtaining nigration data.
2, Although FRS uses the term 'round' to describe the phases of survey imp-
lementation, different households were enumerated for each quarter. The
sample tnlS so selected, hOtlcver, to generate substnta.tivc quarterly data.
:"
"
"
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Moreover, it ought to be I,ent in t:lindthat the PLM survey is not
simply" migration study. It is as much concerne~ with fertility and labour
force participntiont ~nd their interactions with other sncio-econo~ic varia-
bles. To this end, the choice of the latch-en methodology, using the LFS
and HIES makes pre-eminent sense. Understandably certain subjects, and
migration is probably a case in point, may be ~ore effectively addressed
throu?,h indep,meent, purposive san))les. But arainst this must be placed
the very real advantage of comprehensiveness in a single data set.
Table 1
DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS BY MIGRATION STATUS OF HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD AND PLACE OF RESIDENCE ( 1972--79)
MIGRATION STATUS OF HOUSEHOLD l-:EAD
Total In- Return'- Poumtial- Non-Mip,rant
Migrant Hignmt lligrimt
Pakistan 100.0 6.5 2.5 1.4 89.7
Urban 38.1 3.3 0.6 0.5 33.7
Rural 61.9 3.2 1.9 0.9 56.0
Source: PLM Survey 1979 (Un-w(.ighted)
Be this as it may, it is clear from Table 1 (which renorts a
section of the information rriven 110 Appendix Table 1) the nunbar of migrant
households am"ng those enumerated constitutes a very small sample size on
which to base our references. Approximately 930 households enumerated in
the PLM survey could be considered 'nip,rant',on the basis of the migration
status of the household head. Such a sample drawn on a national basis must
be considered srn~ll. Had the.definition of migrant been confined only to
'.
.-
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recent moves (which snmc commentators consicer cssenti~l in orrier to obtain
robust data not subject to recall error) the incidence of mi~rants would
have been negli~ible.
Obviously, there would have been an advantaf,c in ado~ting an 01-
ternativc sampling ~csi~n in oreer to obtain a larger sa~ple of mip.rnnts.
Using the life-tiGc concert to mir,ration, and three sa~rlin?- strate (mctro-
politan, other urban and rural), ESCAP rcco~encs oversampling in the arens
of hieh in-migration (sec ESCAP, 1980). Countries reviewed by ESCAP's
Sa"ple Desien ~!anual (which did not inclu:!," r"kistan) about one third of the
sm:lples reco=ended ,muld be life-tir.:e migrants. If the concern of the
survey were to ~e confined to recent mierants (say 5-yc~rs ~irrants), the
proportion of rei.grants in these slUr-eles would he sir,nificantly lo',er and
probably not a ereat deal higher than those achievec' in the PLMlatch-on
3
survey. This would suggest that more drastic departures from random samp-
ling approaches are needed. Blisborrow (1981) recomr.:ends a multi-stage dis-
proportionate strntifien s3I!1pling scheme. This entails the selection of
pri~nry sampling units prorortionnl to their population size, followed by
stratification 3nr~ "hlocking", using disproportionnte senplin.f! fractions.
The latter should be directly ;>roportional to the stanc'arc error of the
estimating variable, which he takes to be the pro;'ortion of mierants in the
stratUJ!l. This reconmendlltion coule not of course by llccomrnod.:lt~d Hithin
the FLMsaIr.pling frame,wrk but frcm the cxrerience of the PLl1survey, it
could ~ppear to he necessary in order to ?ener~te a sufficient sample of
r.tigrants.
3. Using HEDdata, SOl!le claculations 111i:;.re l1k'H~€ for Pakistan usinp, the sarlpling
formula suegested by ESCAP(1980 Annex II) thourh for 5-year l'li~rants, These
yielded hypothetical sam•.le distributions which did not crnstically deviate
from the FBS.s,mple, and in our jucf,emcnt would not yield sir,nificantly
1ari'er proportions of migrants than have been achiever! in the PLMsurvey.
"",
',,' ;.
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Questionnaire Design:
n oajor nisadvantar.e of the latch-on methocolory is the effect on
questionnaire cesign in General, ane on the complexity nn~lenp,th of the
interview in particular. Although freat care can ce taken to mininise samp-
line errors, these are gen~rally not as serious as non-samnlinr. errors, which
can assume quantitative significance for lar?e and complex surveys. For
migration research there is an undeniahle conflict between kcepin?, the que-
stionnaire length to man~geable proportions (to minioise respondent fatigue
ane non-sarnp1inr errors) and obt~inins sufficient information to be of use
for analysis. The variables (including those at the conmunity level) that
relate closely in one from or another to ni~ration, rerresent ~ formidable
list for Questionnaire desir,n. But when migration dnta are obtained thruugh
an on-goine national samrlc survey, there is all ~e more r~ason to ycep the
len~th and complexity of the questionnaire to a minioum, as otherwise, the
survey will overstretch the field capacity of the data f'atherin~ "gency. An
important objective of analysis of the PLH cate "'ill be to assess whether
tr.ir.ration data of sufficient ceptr. and (~et.::d,l cnn satisfactorily he enUI!le-
rated on the national scale of the LFS.
Data Processinr.:
The use of lutch-on modules in the PL~1survey crentcs a specific
and quite serious problem for nata processinf-. If the nain survey is a
renular one (as in the cases of the LFS anG HIES), Gata rather in?,agencies
have es to.bl ishcd procedures fer coc!ing, cdi tinr; nnd datn. entry intc. computer
files. These rrocedures C3nnot re.:!dily accor.'lJ~oc.ate arlditiC'nal questionnaires,
so that separate data processin?, must t-eun'~crtar_enfor the latter. In the
"",
.
:
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case of the PLM survey, the problem was compounded by the fact that PU1
questionnaires were latched-on to the LFS HIES for only two of the four
survey rounds. The FRS was obliger!- therefore to cOMpi le thE dat:! sep.o.-
rately, supplyine a data tape ft..ir C:'lch sepnrate quc:stionnaire. This is
a direct, thOUGh not necessarily inevitable consequence of the latch-on
approach. Had D full-fled,e'} misration survey be"n fiell'e~, the proce-
ssinp, ~nd analysis scher.lcs v.yould have trentcc the dntp. St;;t in its entirely.4
4. "'.anyof the difficulties in data processinr: when latch-on questionnaires
involving different enumerators and respondents are usec, is that of in-
consistent returns, both within and between questionnaires. At the
individual level, there has been serious difficulty in matchine the
data tapes of the fcw questionnaires 7S percent of the households have
been merged r,iving household level data only.
-.
'.
".
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III. Hirration Flows: 1972-79
Despite the lici,tnticns of the l3tch-on 3pproach to r.1irrntion
data collection, the PL'1 ni~ration data have the compensation of national
coverane. Each quarterly roun~ of the LFS was so desirned as to stan~ on
its own in providinr provincial anj national (quarterly) estimates of the
labour force and its characteristics. The sample taken for the PLH survey
(amounting to just over 11,000 households) is probably sufficiently larre
to crn"r tentative conclusions about mif:ration patterns in the country over-
all and jossibly by province. As sh<,uld he expected in a sanple survey
of this nature, data can be expected to reliably indicate only the pro-
nortional distributions by broad cate~ories. Consequently, absolute num-
bers of mirration are not reported with any prominence - only their compo-
sition anc majcr directions. The reader is advisee to interpret these
Hndines with caution, p.iven the fact that the snmplinr: procedures were not
desir-nerlto yield mieration flow estimates.
The ol>jective of the PL/1 survey was to enhance une'erstanning of
the unrlerlyine behavioural relationships tet'{veen mifrntion and socia-economic
conditions. It was not implemented for the puq,ose of "onerating national
and sub-national estimates of mir,ratory flo.,s. The 191\1 census, .,hich
has since been enumerated, will provide the most reliable estimntes of these
aggregates. Nevertheless, there is some advantage in takine an overview of
the flows of internal (and international) mirration as in~icated hy the
PLI-!survey data. This 'birds-aye-view' is ir:;portantfor policy andysis
ane prescription, since it reveals major reor,raphicAl ~atterns r,fmigration
"-15-
which can he related to macro social and economic develonments. ~oreover,
categorisations of migration (for example, by rural/urhan ori~in/destina-
tion, or distance) can be illuminatinp, for social policy. Until the census
results are available, LFS and PL'! data offer the only information source
on migration patterns during the 1970's. There are, in some respects,
certain advantages of PLM over census data, even for the purpose of flow
analysis. Al though their goof-raphical coverage is poorer, PL!! data are
mor£? varied, making the distinction, for exnmple, between in-migrnnts and
return ~igrants, which is not feasible in the census. 1'oreover vhcn matched
to the main V'S anr!HIED data, tho survey will 1ink Migration to a wide
range of socio-cconomic variables, again not possible in the census.
This section will review migration flows as indicated by the PLl'
survey. This will entail identifying the incidence of migration, tracing
its trends over time, and presenting origin/destination and distance analysis.
Out of the 11,000 households in the PL't sample, return pertaining
to migration were available for 10,242, implyinr an under coverage of about
7 percent. The number of households enumerated l:>ythe province were:
6779 in Punjab. 2277 in Sind, 1200 in :l\JFP and 476 in Baluchistan. Whilst
this distribution cpproximates th~ composition of the study universe,
there Mas ov::?r-samplinp. in urban arE~ns. The data discussed bt'lm.1, however
are adjusted for this oversarnpling.
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Incidence of ~igration:
The distribution of the population by ~igration status is given 1n
Table 2. According to the definitions of miv.ration discussed above, 10.8
percent of the population h~s ~igrated during the period 1n72-7? ~ore
than a half of the ~igrant population is accounted for by the in-~igrant
category, whilst slightly less than one thirds is defined as out-~igrant.
Of the latter, one eighth left Pakistan (817,to the Middle East and 19%
elsewhere), Return ~igration constituted only one tenth of the migration
strea~ during the reference period. Of this three Quarters originated
from within Pakistan, the rest entirely fro~ the Middle East. Similarly
most of the in-migrant stream was confined to Pakistan, although 2.5 per-
cent of in-~i8rants c~~e fro~ abroad - mostly from Ranr-Jadesh.
In overall te~s, the incidence of mip.ration is higher among females
than ~a1es, especially in the rural areas (see Table 3), A greater pro-
portion of urban males were classified as migrant compared with their rural
counterparts, whereas the opposite applies to the incidence of female mig-
rants. This can be explained by the important role played by marriage in
determininr, mi~ration flows. ~arriage as a reason for changing residence
has heen cited at the place of destination (in-migrants) and origin (out-
migrants), Using these responses it is estimated that 31 percent of total
migration falls under this category. Given the patri-10ca1 ~arriage custom
in the country, a significant proportion of female migration is for marriage.
The share in the teta1 female population categorized as migrants falls from
11.6 percent on 4.8 percent, when mip-ration for marriage is excluded (Table
3). It is more striking in the case of rural female, where ~igration for
- I I -
Tab1e-2
Percentage Distribution of Population of all I\qes by 'ligration Status, Sex and Rural-Urban Category 1972-79.
Both Sex ~~a1e Feniale
tligration Status Total f(ura 1 Urban Total Rural Urban iOta] flura ] Urban
All 100 72.66 27.34 51.37 37.27 14. HJ 48.63 35.395 13.235
1. rlon-1ligrant 88.3t1 64.16 24.22 45.60 33.09 12.51 42.7E 31.07 11 .71
2. Potenti a 1 tli grants 0.82 0.65 0.18 0.59 n.45 0.14 0.23 0.1.0 C.03
3. Return ~o\igrant. 1.09 0.91 0.18 0.75 IU2 0.13 0.34 ').29 0.05
4. In-;'li'lrant
i) Including Miqration for r:1arriage 5.92 3.94 1.98 2.43 1S) 0.93 3.4" 2.44 1.05
I l1ithin Pakistan•... i i ) Excluding Migration for ,1.30 2.69 1.61 2,113 1.50 0.93 1.87 1.19 0.68~
marriage ',rithin Pakistan
iii) From abroad 0.15 0.04 0.11 .07 0.02 0.05 (). 'J8 0.02 0.06
5. Out-rn (lrant
i) Including ~igration for 3.31 2.72 0.58 1. SF. 1. 35 0.21 1./5 1.38 0.37
r.1il rri a')e ~'ith i n Pakistan
ii) Exc1udinq Miqration for 1.66 1.41 0.25 1.53 1.32 0.21 0.13 o.ng 0.04rnarri age . ~Iitli i n Pakistan
6. Out-Migrant abroad
i) '1idd1e East 0.39 0.24 0.15 0.37 0.23 0.14 0.02 0.01 0.01ii) Other Countries 0.09 n.ol) 0.05 0.07 0.03 O.!}~ 0.02 0.015 0.005
Source: PU1 Survey 1979.
• I I " ,'" .' . ,,. ", '" I. ': ". ' , .
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marriage constitutes nore than thr~e fifths of the residence changes re-
ported by females during the reference period.
Table: 3
INCIDENCE OF HIGRATION BY SEX A'lD PLACE OF ENlJ1'lERATION\;TITH
A.'1D HITHOUT MIGRATION FOP. I:'!;RRIAGE
. (Percentage),
fill IHgration EXcluding 1.!igration for Harriage
~fale FlOnale Total "1ale Fenale Total,.
Rural 10.0 11. 7 10.8 9,9 1,.5 7.3
Urban 10.3 11. 2 10,8 10.3 6.(\ 8.2
Total 10,1 11.6 lO.q 10.(1 I,. P 7.5
Source: PL"1 Survey 1979.
In the foregoing discussion, migration to and from abroad has been
included. I,e shall now confine our attention to internal mir.ration, de-
fined as those who moved within Pakistan Jevotinr, section 11/ to n review
of international migration. Our first objective is to ~erive an indicator
-.
of the prevalence of internal migration within the country. The ae8regn-
tion of in-rnip.rants and return-l!ligrnnts would appear to be the T:1OSt aopro-
priate ~easure,since the inclusion of out-Mip.rnnts ~oulrl be t~nta~ount
to double counting. Every in-migrant or return-migrant to a household Must
have out-migrated from another household 1n thC' country. On the other hand,
it will be argue~ later that rural-urban migrati0n is usually under enUMera-
ted in surveys of this type, relyin, on sample frames derived from an ear-
lier census. It is possible that the inclusion of the out.migrant category
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would give a ~ore accurate picture of oigration incidence. Although for
comparability we shall take column 3 in Tnble 4 as an indicator, the matter
is discussed in greater detail below.
Bearing in mine that the data refer to all move~ents durinp the
1972-79 period, it docs not appear that the population of Pakistan is par-
ticularly prone to internal migration. About 7 percent of the population
is classified as migrant (as indicated in column (3) A),5 1 percent being
return migrant. If migration for marriage is excluded, the incidence of
migration is significantly reduced. Rou~hly 5 percent of the population
has ~ierated since 1972 under this definition. In-mitration and return-
migration arc higher in urban than rural areas, as "ould be expected. This
is even ~ore marked when fe~ale migration for narria?e is excluded.6
A~ong the provinces of Pakistan, a higher incidence of in-~igration
is recorded for both rural and urban Punjab than the rest of the country.
Urban M~FP also appears to attract a relatively hir.her proportion of in-
migrants. Low rates were recorded for Sind ane (especially) Baluchistan.
Similar considerations apply to out-~irration as regards the incidence of
migration in the provinces, except th~t urban Baluchistan appears to be
a more popular eestination as measured by incidence of "ut-migration.
The oigration incidence and pattern observed in the PL!jdata are
more or less corroborated by information from the LFS of 1979 (see Table 5).
5. These proportions will differn fr,)~ these presented in Table I., above
since they refer only to internal nip.rants.
6. Out-mipration data, reported in the'tahlj~onfirm the do~inance of urban
areas as destinations of internal nip.ration in the country. This applies
regardless of whether mi~ration for marriare is inclnded or not. Inter-
estingly, the dominance of urban areas of destination is much MOre pro-
nounced in the data on out-rnip,rationthan it is for in-migration and return-
migration.
'.
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Although the samples are similar (LFS data beinr nrawn from four quarters,
whilst PLl-!coverin!',only t''''), the PLH estimates of the incidence of mi'\ra-
tion are some"hat hither, due to the lonl'er reference period. The major
inconsistency between the two dota sets is the fipures reporte-J for urban
Baluchistan, which lUIS significantly 10l<er in the PLH survey. This differ-
ence is probably due to samplinr errors, and should be subjected to further
investir.ation.
Table: I.
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ?OPHLATION FY ~rr('1..\~ITSTATUS
PROVINCE DESTINATION AND RLmAL/URB!;N AREAS: 1972-79
In-Hirrants r:.~t:.~":"l!.~gE~1)j;.s(1) .•. (7) .out-MiprantsProvince A B A* A !J A B
Pllkistan: Total 5.92 4.30 0.99 6.91 5.29 3.31 1,66
• Rural 5.43 3.71 1,17 6.6f1 I•• gO 1,97 0.32Urban 7.23 5.~8 0.52 7.75 6.4f1 (,.g3 5il9
Punjab: Totn1 7.12 4.93 1.12 8.21. 6.05 3.35 1.49Rural 6.67 4.37 1.25 7.n 5.62 2.?3 0.:17Urban 8.55 6.611 0.73 9.211 7.41 6 .13 4.95
Sind: Total 3.~2 3.50 0.32 4. II, 3.P2 2.70 1,97?ural 2.77 2.58 0.51 1.2l' 3.09 0.71, 0.19Urban 5.33 4. ~2 0.01. 5.37 4.86 5.52 4.53
NHFP: Total 1,.97 3.35 1.AI) 6.P-3 5.21 4.76 2.00", Rural 1,.36 2.76 1.92 6.211 4.6e 1.0r, 0,35: UrhAn p.06 (,.31, 1.55 9.61 7.119 13.22 10.31
Baluchistfm
" Total 1.10 1.00 0.50 1,60 1,50 l,l,R2.11
Rur"l 0.80 0.130 0.62 1.42 1,42 0.22 1,11Urban 2.30 1.81 0.06 2.36 1.86 Q.59 6.91
Female mirration for marriage is includ~d in r,()lurm A ann excluder:! in
Column B. Data refer to internlll mieration only.
* Return migration for rnarringe is np.gligiblc.
Source: PU: Survey 1979.
0.
'.
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There are more similarities than differences also in a comparison
of PLM findings ~,ith those of earlier surveys. Evidence of mir-ration during
the late lQnO's and early 1970's is available from two major sources - the
Housinr-, Economic and Demographic Survey (HED) of lq73 and the Lahour Force
Survey (LPS) of 1974-75. The latter, according to the data of Table 5, in-
dicates a similar migration pattern to that ohserved in the late 1970's by
the PLlf survey. It does, however, suggest slir-htly higher urban in-migra-
tion, particularly in Punjah and }~IFP. The incidence of migration recorded
in the !IED is significantly lmJer than the other sources. I1verall, 4.1 per-
cent of the copulation mir-rated durinr- the period 19f5-73 accordinp to HED,
compared vith 6.6 percent recorded in the LFS 1974-75; In the most other
respects, hmJever, the pattern is siMilar with in-migration to urban areas
dominating, especially in Punjah ane!NPPP. Again, the major departure
from th" PU' survey is reported in-migration into urban Baluchistan, which
vas higher than any of the other sources reporterl in Table 5.
It is interestinr to note tho 10" incidence of migration recor-
ded in the 1931 census (10% count) in Table 5. This records only 4.09 per-
cent of the popul:ltion as having changed residence during 1971-Pl. l'ot
only is this figure lover than that recorded in the PLH survey, !:-utit re-
fers to a lonl!,erperiod. The main explanation aopears to be in the enu-
meration of rural migrants narticularly in Punjab and ~~lFP. For urban
areas the estimates are similar (bearing in mind that the reference period is
two years shorter in the PLM than the census count). It does aooear,
however, that PLM estimates of th" incidence of migration arc on the high
side for urhan Punjab ane!on the 10" side 1n urban Sind and ~aluchistan.
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Table 5
*INCIDENCE OF II'TERNAL l!IGHATION - A COl'l'A'lISON BY 'l.U~AL/1jR.'lAli
CATEGORYlUll PLACE or l'ef-TINATINl
SOURCE,..PERIOl)
Province HED Survey LFS, 1975 PV! Survey Ll'S, 1979 1981. Census1965-73 1971.-75 1972-7" 1975-79 (lOt. count)
1971-81
Pakistan 4.08 5.59 7.01 1'>.38 4.n9
Rural 3.77 5.22 6,r-O 5.93 2.51
Urb"n 4.?8 9.80 7.75 7.53 7.95
Punjab 1•• 15 7.•39 8. 21~ 7.3(; 3.97
Rural 3.36 5.70 7.92 1'.82 2.79
Urban 6.63 12.20 9.28 9.02 7.10
Sind 4.72 4.80 4.11. 4.63 5.04
Rural 7.09 3.04 3.21\ 3.9h ?.04
Urban 1,59 6 .4/, 5.37 5.4? fl.49
N101FP 2.1\1 7.45 h.83 5.69 3.00
Rural 1,79 6.53 6.?R 5.31 1,87
Urban 7.51 11,35 9.61 7 .1.6 9.29
Baluchistan 2.51 0.91 1,60 1.10\7- 3~91
Ruri\l 1,47 0.43 1,62 1,07- 1,95
Urban ?n6 3.6Cl ?.3f. 5.44 14.54
* In-Migrant "nd return ",igrant under PLM definitionsa,.,.,! •.•.•_j-w-L ..•It.....f!ll!l.I(ASfIMI/~ lflilALMb./S ".J ",lMt e-,Jiu,,:. N.d,,",.!.
Source: PL~ Survey 197°, Fe~er"l ~ureau of Statistics (1910\2),
Statistics Division (1°74), Statistics Division (1976).
'.
'.
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Pattern of Mir.ration Flows:
A comparison of I'lir,ration incidence yidder1 by PLI.! with other
data sets, made above, reflects a reasonahle degrec of corresponQence
between various sources. Pattern of nigration flows contnined in PL¥ are
r1iscussed below. Since we are concerned to establish pattern of mip,ra-
tion, the double countin!, problem due to inclusion of out-mi~rants docs
not aoolv. Out-migrants are therefore added to other two caterories
in-~iErants and rcturn-~igrants for nscertaining the pattern of flows.
mig::-ant and
The flO'Js of internal migrants, defined
. 1 d' 7 fl' .out-mlprant exc U lnr. p.ma e ml?ratlon
as in-rnip.rant, return-
for rnnrrinr,e, by pro-
-.
vince nf ori?in and destination are summarised 'in Table 1\. The flows are
further divireQ intn the fnllowinr. 'distance' caternries: Shnrt rlistance
migrants, defined as those who move within the district:, medium-
distance mieration, which has reference to ~OVCMents ~~ithin the province
but between districts; and long-distance migration which is defined as
inter-provinciaL Althoui'h there are inevitable linitations in tbe use
of arbitrary bounQcries for classifvinr mif,ration flows in this way, this
three-fold division of flows is a fair representation of relative distance.
7. The exclusion of fe~ale mirration for narriare in the PLM enul'leration
of in-~iprnnts nnd out-~ip;rflnts if'"1f)oses a constraint on the flo~7 .:.ata.
IJhilst carles given in the householrl cnu",eration form of tre PLf.' Migration
questionnaire pendtted the identification of stich Mii'rrnts at the olace
of enumeration and their incltlsion in the data on the incidence of Mig-
ration (as described in the prccecdinr. section) our analysis of ni~rn-
tion hy origin and destination cannot include this caterory hecause
previous plllcl) of residence for in-Mi,'rant fer.tale ,.,1,0 !!'oved for M"rria~e
was not transcribed by Fed£!r<,lDureau of Stntistics in datn orocessing.
However, through the inclusion of ~ 'mnrri3gp.' code in the out-migration
section of the questionnaire, it has been possible to present orif,in/
destination out-migrant flOlJs both inclusive anr1 exclusive of fe",ale
mir;ration for narriage. This vill en"ble us to make so",e judgeMent
whether these falla", si",ilar patterns to non-'lIlArriat'c flows.
T2illLE 6
INTBnNloAL liIGPoATION FLOHS III PIL'CISTi\!l (1972-79) BY PROVI1'CE CC
ORIGIll/DBSTIHl\TlOii AiID DISTAl!CE* (PERC:;H~'I_GE) (~LL ;,GES)
BOT!.: SI:Xg~
.<ote: 1) f hort Di:;;tance : 1.) I:..t.r.:-, -.(:.1.i3 t:~5.ct (or lJi;:hi!1 district) f"igr.:l tion
?' r-.~di\ m Di:;tance: 2) In~c:i:-d.i5'l;rict ,:-nd int!'i;;'~IX(ovince migr('.tio~-,
3) J..lOl"lg j)i~;t:>_ncc ~) In t..:r'.'"C'ro\/in(~c:iai9-r~'ticn
':1iCjratior. de .:ined COSin ..piigrant .. return-rILigrt~nt and OU\:-:l1igrunt (excluding I;1igrD.tion of fCP.k".lcs for marri:1':;t:2:)
.~O:'1rce: PLi,1 Cu:cvey 1979.
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Table 6 indicates that around four-fifths of internal mip,ration
has taken place within provinces, th~t is, over short and medium distances.
Short distance migration has the 1ar~est share (~2 percent)whi1st only 18
percent of Pakistanis mip,ration durinp, 1972-79 was inter-nrovincia1. Given
that the costs of mil'ration increase with distance, this pattern is to be
expected. Moreover had migration for marriage been included in these flows,
the predominance of short distance migration would undoubtedly he more
marked. This is clear from Table 7 which reports tbe distribution of mig-
rants by category. ~ comparison of the distrihution of out-migrants in-
eluding and exc1udinp mif-ration for marriage, indicates that short distance
migration assumes rreater significance in the form0r c~gory. This is
",g-
especially true for female mip,rants, ~ percent mif-rated within the dis-
trict when migration for marriap,e is included, (only (,percent migrat('d
outside the province under this definition). Clearly the share of short
distarce female mi£\ration would have been sirnificant1y hipher in all mig-
ration categories/had mip,ration for marriage been included;!
Table 7 also shoMs that males migrated over 10nf~er distances
than femAlt's, and that distc'lnces T:1~nsured .1.monP"the in-migrant cate~ory
.. appear to be smaller th:m the other migr.~nt cntefwrip.s. l'1hC?rensinter-
:
"
provincial mip,ration accounts for 1P percent of total migration, only 9
percent of in-migrants are 10np distance movers, An explanation for this
mey be found in the rural/urban direction of the flows n,corded in the various
categories, reporter! in Tab1" 1:-c10w. As we shall sho.,'rurn1! rural rni~-
ration is typically over shorter distances, and thLs mj£r~tion flow is ~rea-
ter evic'ence ~ong in-mir.r,".nts cOMp~t"p.d with other C~t~gorieR.
TilliLE 7
IlIT!':iU,FiL1:IGHl,Tlotl ilY SEX TYPE OF rUGP.i\NT i~lD DISTiINCI::1972-79
All AiJri~.l1';: L:.cl~Jdin'.! In .•~1igr<7:.nt: L;XCIud i;}CJ Out-Higrant f;;;c1uding Ou-:':-Higr~nt IncludinSi
riigr ...;::;'~•• :"0:':- i~;:l.rr.i..:lgc i1iC]~,-_t.iO~1 ;: O?: i..i!:.r~ii:.~ge~.1igrCt tion for !"J!arloiage tligr~tio:l for lIarri.1.gG Return Hisrnnt
is';;:mcc. i1:,.2.(:; FC.I."llG '':"0 tal I'.lt:le !:(;::'ti:.le: 'i'ot:~l I-~~'.lc FCr.1:.Lle o:t'ctul !,';::,.lc :'8m.!!.le 'l'ot::::l.l 11'-i.le :i.:'(~I:".il18 rl'ct.:::.l
~~!'Jo::t )S.5 t •....(" 41. 9 3~:.5 71.5 SO. :: 21.4, 33.G 22.3 22 .6 (7.6 Ii J .• 1 30.S 48 .•:~ -10 ..3_'-' •• J
. 12.:l:.1J.,.';l 3".7 ,,, '" 39.6 54.3 1 r. -. 40.t; 40 ..3 1,2.2 40.13 10.0 3':'.5 :)t~..;:, 3::;. 39.4 36.;)••..J ••..,
T••O::"':',; 21.8 11.7 18.5 7.2 12 ..~I 8.C 3;-; .• ~ 2Ji.2 37.1 37 •.-: 5.9 20.5 ':!.7 .7 IJ..:': 22.9
I
'"",
I
.. '
" " I ", • '.
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By breakin~ noun the migra tion flo>'s into four periods, T"hle il
shows that there is some evidencll from the PLM survey that Mi~ration is
becoming longer distance in ~~ture. ruring the first two years of the
reporting period 85 percent of total internal mir.ration wns within pro-
vinces. By the final two years of the neriod, this share had fallen to
•
-. 77 percE;nt.
*
Table: R
. .
:
H1TE'l.}'AL l'IGRATION OVE, TIl"E, BY DISTANCF. I)}' l'0VE
Yenr of nrSTM.!CE
~'1igrat ion All Distancp. Short Dist:'!nce Hec;"M rist:mce Lonp Distance
1972-73 lflO 45 40 15
1974-75 100 1~5 39 17
1976-77 leO 40 1.:1 17
1918-79 100 4() :17 23
* In-migrant, return-~igr~nt Rnc out-mip,rnnt, exclurlin~fen~le ni~ration
for m<1rria~e.
Source: PLM Survey 1979.
Analysis of migration by distance would be incompl~te without
reference to its rural and urhen dircction. The rc:btionshir hetween dist,~nce
and sector of orifin/c"stinntion is clearly brought out in Table "I. A.
t-lhereas only 5 percent of rural to rur.ql nigre.nts cross provincial hounda-
ries, alMost :II) nercent of rural to urban Mirrntion occurs over lonr. dis-
tanees. In fact, short rlistance mir,rntion ~ccounts for less thnn 0 percent
of rural/urban "ir>ration. Given the predoninance of fen"les among short
distance "if-rants noted ahove, it is no surprise to observe in Table 10
28
Table 9
DIRLCTIo:1 OF INTERNAL ~HGRATION'"
IN PAKISTArl BY DISTM,CL CATEGOI;Y
'-
(Percentaee)
A, 1972-79 All AI;Bs/Both Sexes
Origin/ Total Short ---F;edli.iro-------r:ong---------
-_ ..- --.
Destination U, ) Distance Di~;tance Distance---- ----------_._---- ,.- _._~ 0 __ - __ •••
Total 100 '12.08 ';0.32 17.60
Rural to Rural 41. 33 25. ',8 13.75 2.09
(lOO.O) (61. 65) (33.27) (5.06)
Rural to Urban 29.77 B.96 12.02 B.79
(lOO.O) (30.10) (40.38) (29.53 )
Urban to Urban l'L 96 2.30 8.77 3.89
(100.0) (15.37) (58.62) (26.00)
Urban to Rural 13.94 5.34 5.78 2.82
(lOO.O) (38.31) (41.46) (20.23)
"'In-migration return mierant and out--nigration excluding
female migration for marriage
----_._----------- - ---_._.---- .. _-----------
Source: PL1! Survey 1979---
B. 1965-73
Origin/ - t1ed1urr.- -- Long,-----.-
. .. -------
Total Short
Destination (9; ) Distance Distance Distance-- -._---_ ..._--_.- ...- _._-~-
Total 100 eo. 'I 11. 9 7.'7
Rural to Rural 41. 5 34.8 4.8 1.9
\100.0) (83.8) (11.6) (4.?)
Rural to Urban 11. 7 B.3 2.0 1.4
~ (100.0) (70.9) (17.1) (12.0)
• Urban Urban 39.2 31. 9 3.9to 3 ". ,
-' (100. 0) (81. 4) (9.9) (E;. 7)
.- Urban to Rur'al 7.6 5.', 1.2 1.0
(100.0) (71. 0) (15.8) (13 2)
________________ • __ •. __ • ••. • • • - .0' _
Source: PoED 1974 (Derived from LSCPj' 1982. Table 1)
•
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That most fe~ale migrants are in the rural to rural category. On the other
hand; whereas only 16 percent of female migrants were rural to urban in con-
trast over one thirds of male migration falls in this category. The PLM
data therefore clearly shows the predominance of fel"ales ar.tongthe short
distance, rural to rural migrants (which would be even more narked had
migration for marriage heen included) and the importance of rural to urhan
migration over longer distances, for male migrants.
Tnble: 10
*PERCENTAGE DISTRIRl'TION OF INTERNAL MIGRANTS BY ~EX ~ND
RURAL UP~,N DIRECTIONS
Direc lion
Rural to Rural
Rura 1 to Urban
Urban to Rural
Urban to Urban
Total
1972-79
!loth Sexes "ale Female
41. 3 35;~ 52.4 {
29.8 36;4 16.4
13 .9 13 ;5 14.e
14.9 14.3 '16.3
100.0 100.0 100.0
*SDefined as in Ta~le Rource: PLM survey 1979
Evidence from the PLM survey indicates that migration flows have
become increasingly rural to urban over time. (Table 11) urban to urban and
(especially rural to rural flows appear to have dininished durinp, the 1970's.
This is consistent with the finding reported above, that nir,ration is beco-
minp, increasingly long distance.
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Table: 11
INTERNAL 'IIGRATION BY DIRECTION OVERTI!~
Year of All Rural Rural Urban Ru Urban
Migration to to to toRural Urban Urban Rur,~l
.- 1972-73 100 43.13 25.06 17.29 14.52
1974-75 100 48.36 24;57 13 .55 13.51
-. 1976-78 100 42.44 27.37 17.52 12.67
" -
197B-79 100 32.66 38.42 13.35 15.57
The patterns described above are quite different from those re-
ported in the !lED survey. (Renroduced in Table 9-B) I1FD data indicate a Much
more pronounced prerlDll'inanceof short c1istance Migration, which seeMS to apply
as much to rural-urban migration as to rural-rural Migration. ~ disquieting
feature of PED in f~ct is the ncp,ligible sectoral deviation in migration dis-
tanee ~ Noreover, the HEDsurvey r~ports a much 1ol.fer shAre in total rnigration
of rural to urban migration, ,,'hichit p1;}ces at 11 percent, eornpvred with 30
percent in the PLl' survey :1"scrihed above. On thf>other hand HED indicelE 11
surprisingly large share of urban to urban nigration (just und~r 40) which is
also in striking contrast to the PLH fundinp,s reported in Table 9-A.
Obviously only some of these differences can he explained by the
exclusion of rnip.rationfor marriage from PLM datn, since this would Mainly
affect only rural-rural migration. The share of rural-rural nigration and its
distr'ution across distances do not differ si~nifi~tly between the two surveys.
The main explanation would np~enr to 1ie in the inclusion of out-rdgrntion in
"'-
"
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PLM data. Table 12 reports the rurnl/urbnn direction of ",igration under
different cntegories of migration as ndopted in the l'L" survey. The type
of f10l'senu~erated by each category of Migrant are quite different. The
in-~ir.rant catef,ory, which is usually aeoptee In household surveys like the
LFS and lIED, is conprised of 53 per!n;t rural to rurnl, 19 percent rurnl
to urban, 16 percent urbnn to urbnn and 11 percent rural to urban. The
return Migrant category cnptured far fewer rural-urban ni~rants and signi-
ficantly more urban to rurnl migrants. Finally, the out-migrant category
appears to he d(,:JT".inntc(~ hy rurAl-urban r1i~rnnts.
If out-migrants nrc excluded from the PL~ d~ta, the nattern which
emerp.,esis quit" diff"rent. Tnble 13 reports the PL" estimat"s of rural/
urban flows by distance under this alternative aefinition, conparable with
liED and LFS. The resultant picture is sorlCwhat closer to the lIED survey,
with a "..uchreduced incidence of rur,'ll-urhanmigrntion. Urban-urban rnig-
ration, however, remains f:10dcst in conp:Jrison with the BEn findinrs. How-
ever, a compariso!' of the HEr pattern with that OQserved in other countries
gives rise tn serious doubts as to ,.,hetl",ra country lik" Pakistan would he
expected to experience such high levds of urban to urban mip.ration. These
levels were not expcricPc00 even in the
Enst I\sb. (See Table 4' most innustrinliscd countries of
Table-12
Internal Pi 'lra t i on F10l-15by Rural/Urban - Oriqin/Destination (1972-79) Both Sex/All Ages.
Out-~1iQrant
Rural/Urban Out-ni orant Out-min.rant In-r'iarant Raturn excluc!in,,+
Origin/ excludinq Sex i'1cluding Sex excluding Sex miarant Sex In-mi~rant SexDestination for marri age rati 0 for marria~](' rati 0 for ratio ratio excludin'1+ R3tio
marriaC'e Return-:':i o.
fill 100 11.69 ](V1 0.89 FlO 1. 31 10'1 2.0'1 1('\" 2.02,.
Rural-Rural 11 .52 6.61 3:'.20 0.17 53.23 1. 2.~ 3C,.79 1.55 91.07 1. 3')
Rura I-Urban 73.5S 1 e. 3f1, ~.3. 19 ".33 18.98 1 . 5~. 2.82 1.26 30.03 ';.32
Urban-Urban 12.26 G. 5:~ 13. '~7 0.66 16.51 1. 211 11.67 2.65 l' . 75 1.i2
Urban-flu ra 1 2.3:) 2.'if- ).1"1 0.28 2. nt~ 11.28 'j t; ()'" 2 . !~!j 1';.15 1.85""' ~"oJ •• 1t.M
I
Source: PV.j Survey 1979
Sex Ratio= t~le/Female
'.' '. . , . . .•• ' " .", ~ r • ~
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Table: 13
*DISTRUlUTION OF INTE'<lAL !'1GRATIO, BY DIRECTION AND
DISTANCE, 1972-79
Origin/ Total Short MediuM Long
Destination (%) Distance Distance Distance
Total 100 48.20 39.15 12.65
Rural to !'.ural 50.61 31,16 16.72 2.73'.
Rural to Urban 15.83 7.68 6.14 2.01
Urban to Urban 15.56 2.53 9.11 3.92
Urban to Rural 18.00 6.83 7.18 3.99
* In-migrant (excludinr, Mi~ration for F.k~rriageand return Migrant)
Source: PLM Survey, 1979
The exclusicnof out-mip,rants from the PLM enumeration notice-
ably affects th? results. Hhether or not the pattern located in Table 13
is to bl>prefered to that of Table 9-,\ (in which all migr<:ltioncategories
are included) is open to doubt. Some may argue that the inclusion of out-
migrants is tantamount to double counting. That out-mir,rants are comprised
mainly of rural-urban migrants simply means that rural-urban flows will be
double counted, inflating the estimates and its share in the total. On
'. the other hand, it is likely that conventiond proc<,c1uresof national
sample surveys tend to unc<,renumernte rural-urban micrants, since they
rely on enumeration at the urban place of residence. r,iven the nature of
the migration process. <:Itypical listing of households dra,ln from <:Iprevious
census on which the sample is basel\, will not give sufficient coverage to
urban migrant households. Areas, especially squatter settlements, where
in-migrants reside nre usually inadequately represented (if included at
Table 14
DIRECTION OF HITERNAL 'IlGRATION IN ASIAN COUNTRIES
Urban Urban Rural Rural. Tota 1 to to to to
IJrban Rural L1rban Rura 1
South Asia
!J
Pakistan (HED 1965-73) lOa 39.2 11.7 7.5 1)1.5
(I"" ) (4 ):') l8'''' ) (11'1) (~).2).. Pakistan (PU1 1972-79) laO 1/~. 96 13.g.; 29.77 'l1.33
Bangladesh (197~) lOr) 11.0 ';0.2 1.6 47.2
India (1966-71) 100 13.~ 16.2 8.7 51.2
South East and East Asia
Malysia (1970 Estimate) 100 33.1 15.3 12.3 39.3
Ph 11 i ppi nes (1970-75 ) 100 32.5 19.9 15.3 32.3
Republic of Korea (1965-70) 100 3',.3 42.2 8.9 "'..7
lOr, 10.6 12.4 fi. 1 71).9
Source: HEO (1973), PUi (1979), ESCAP (1982 Table 1)
;.J 1:Ju" rn>l S;ku" (17) J£;j .~/~ t, ~ ~ :"'~;r~'
;:;JU1C.~J"" j1d/wro.Th£jif fu~ 1., t~ .•...r ""'J1l"t... .••• i,uJW".J 1'I'f-70( T~ I ~ /IF-D)
'.
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all) in the household frame basen for such sample surveys. For this reason,
the sampling methods adopted in both HED an" LFS surveys would tend to lead
to an undernuneration of rurnl-urhan ~irrnntswhen mi~rants are only ~nu~cra-
ted at the place of destination (as in-migrants or return-migrants). The
PLH enumeration of (lut-T:'ligrtlntsinvolving the enumeration of rUTal-urban
migrants at the place of oririn. is a rendy solution to this problem. For
this renson. in our view the ~L~1flows reported in Tnhlc Q-A nrc to he nre-
fered, sincf' the under-enumeration of rural-urban r.lirr.'!nts h3S he en corre-
C tE'''thour.h thG inclus ion of the ou t-mi grnn t catel'ory.
Table 1~ introduces rmothr:r interesting feature of the PLl,f mir,rLl-
tion nnfinitions. The incirlcnce of urban to rur~l ~i~rnti0nappears to
be great<?r under this treatment of the PL'I d"ta. It is instructive to make-a comp"risons of the PL11 flm.'s sUl:'mrised in Table lilwitb these reoorted by
the LFS 1979, since the samples are very similar, the PLM being latched on
to a half of the LFS sample. Adjusting the referencG period of the PL~
data to that of the Lr~ " cOl:'pnriscmof the two survey results is given
helow:
Tnhle: 15
*Hl'I1AL/UP-FANDIRrcCTION OF HIGr~\TIOll: 1,,75-79
'. PLI! Survey 197Q
(":)
Lnbour Force Survey 1979
en
Rur"l T0 Rural 1,9.55 51,.31
Rural To Urban 15.1.4 lS.3?
Urban To Urban 15.55 17 .58
Urban To Rur,,} 19.46 12.73
.
* In-migrant "nc return-T'1if!rnnt
Source: PLl: 1979, LFS, 1979.
'.
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The surprising feature of Table 15 is the Much higher share of
urban to rural ~igration in tbe PLH survey,8 This is Most likely to be the
resul t of the method of enumeration, rather th.an to Minor sa1"plinr diffcr-
ences. LFS enu~eration is based on present and previous residence respon-
ses, whereas PLll clatawere obtained directly fro~ the respondent. The re-
turn-migrant category was explicitly enuMerated, and it is certain that this
has i~proved the enumeration of this rroups of migrants. Dnder residence
type calculations, it is possible that a number of returnees are not pro-
perly listed as migrating fro~ another ?lace, perhaps due to the short
duration of nrevious tf,S idence. The decis ion of us ing the return-r.1igrant
category, however, increas"s the prohnbility of correct enul'1erationof this
type of mi('rant. t1oreover it was ohserved in Table 12 that most return
mi£rants were urban-rural in direction and conversely, nearly a half of
urbAn-rural migrnnts were cl~ssifiec~s return~migr~nts:The enumeration
procedures of PLH, in improving the cover<lge of rcturn-migrntion, huve re-
suIted in a larger measured flow of urban to rural mip.ration; In fact the
data in Table 15 suggest that according to thb~~survey net 9igration; if
one adheres to LFS definitions, I-and from Tahle 13, 19n-79/ ',as urh"n to
rural, for the country as "whole. 1I0l,ever,just as PLl\has been m"ro effi-
cient in capturing return, urban-rural fo'liprntion, so, by the inclusion of
out-!t'ierants,it has a better coverage of rural-urban mi!'ration. In the
net flou analysis reported beloH, PL'ldBta inc1u(\o n11 c:mgories of ~ig-
rant, and demonstrate a net rural to urban flou.
8. The high incidence of rural-rural migration is due to the inclusion of
fe~nle mif.rntion f"r marriage in the LFS.
'.
..
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Rural to Rural Hi!)r.1tion:
As arevious1y mentioned, rural to rural miRration is the largest
of the four gross mi~~ation flows we have distinguished. accounting for
over 40 percent oftot81 migration. In some respects it is difficult to
understand why this category of migration has not received more attention
in the literature, which has tended to devote most of its pages to rura1-
urban migration. There are understanc.ab1e reasons why the latter is con-
sidered important (being linked to econoMic transformation and urbanization).
But as rural-rural flows most likely consist of the countrv's aoorer proups.
a strong case can be made for a morc careful study of this category.
'~ost rural-rural ",ip,rationapnears to have been directec towards
Punjab orovince (717,)and Sind province (21%) (See Appendix Tables 3-6) .
rL'~data indicate only slight inter-provincial movements amonr. rural-rural
migrants. For example 97 percent of such migrants from Sind remained within
the province. The only quantitatively important exception to this is the
flow fro", rural Sind to rural Punjab, which amounted to 11 percent of
rural-rurn1 mieration from Sind.
Rural to Urban ~iRrntion~
Rura1-urh,fl.migration has been the mnin pre-occupation of the
development literature, As we have seen, this is not bf'cause it is the
most quantitntive1y important of the migration flows, since in most coun-
tries (of Asia at least) rural to rural flows predominate. The importance
of rural-urban migration derives frOM its close ,",ssocintion uith economic
trnnsformation nnd with the transfer of the country's 1nbour force from
'.
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agricul ture to non-<lgriculture. l'oreover, it I13S signific:lnt implicat-
ions for social policy and prysical urhan planning. The evidence
reviewed above indicates that rural-urban flows are becominp More imp-
ort<lnt in recent years in Pqkistan.
In comparison with other nove~ rural to urhnn ~iRration has
certain distin~uishinr features. In the first place, it is comprised
r:lainly of males, l:Jhoaccount for araune. tyO thirds of rut',,-l-urbnn
flm,s. It is unlikdy th"t this vould be ",uch affect"" hy thp.exclu-
sion of f"lir.ration for nnrrinr.e. Secondly as previously observed, n
relatively large fraction of rur"l-urbon nigr<lnts cross provincial
boundaries, "i th two thirds of such migrants from I~.TFP,on" thirds
from Raluchistan :lndone fifth from Punjab ending up in other provinces.
An exception is Sind, "hich absorbed 93 perc"nt of its 01JO rur<ll-urban
migrants - a testimony to the attr<lction of Y.arachi among urban des-
tinations in Pakistan. Sind province also attracted 65 percent of
rural-urban nir,rants from l~lFP, 59 percent from Baluchist<ln and In
percent fro,"Punjab. Hale rural-urb.1n ",ignItion is more likely to be
inter provincial than that of female ",igration. For ex:u"ple, a
Quarter of n"le rural-urban migration fron Punjab \las outside the
province, as compared to only P percent of fern,le migrants.
Urban-Urban l'igration
The existence of a number of urban centres in P"kistan has
meant that urban-urban migration is not os quantitatively insipnifi-
Cant as elsewhere, accountinp. for nenrly 15 percent of total mipration.
Urban-urean migrants nppe~r to Move over sireilar distances to their
"..
..
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rural-urban counterparts. Among urban-urban migrants fron Punjab. for
example, almost a quarter left for other provinces and 35 percent of
such migrants from Sind were inter-provincial.
Urban to Rural
This stream is the least quantitatively important anong the
four classifications identified, ane is reflective of labour circula-
tion rather than nip,ration. A high incidence of return migrants "as
observed among this migration flow indicating that most of these
migrants were of rural origin initially. Urban-rural migrants are divi-
ded more or less equally between the sexes. The evidence re~arding
distance aoonB urban-rural migrants is nixed across the rrovinces.
~lhereas hoth Punjab and NPFP retain sirnificant oroportions of such
migrants (P47. and 79~ respectively) Sind and Baluchistan retain rela-
tively few (487, and 417 respectively).
Net ~igration Flows 5y Province
Table 16 reports the provincial nipration balance sheet as
recorded by the PLH survey. This l1ivPS the net as opoosed to gross,
flows of migrants of all categories. Althoup.h rural to rural nil1rati-
on was established as the nost imp0r.tant r,ross flow, the net flow is
predominately rural to urhan, arrollntingto 18 percent of the total
migration flO',during the 1972-79 period. The rural areas of all pro-
vinces except Baluchistan increased losses in net tems, ••hilst all
urban areas registered net gains. The greatest 1059 is recorded for
rural Punjab, which alonp,with tlHI'P.(,xp"rienced net losses in their
migration balance sheet, Sind has noticeably gained as has urban Punjab.
,.
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Interestingly, a comparison bctween the net flows of malcs
and females reveals more differences in this direction. Punjab is a
net gainer of female migrants at the expense of Sind and N<FP. In the
case of male migrants, Sind is a net gainer at the expense of Punjab
and ffifFP. The net flow of females from Sind (mainly rural) to Punjab
(mainlv urban) is a little surprising, bearing in mind the exclusion
of migration for ~~rriage from these measures. A closer perusal of
the data by migrant type sup.gests that this flow consists lllrp.elyof re-
turn migration, from rural Sind to urban Punjab.
Table 16
NET FLOHS OF INTERnAL MIGRATI()N* BY PROVINCE AND RURAL/URBANCATEGORY
(19]2..79)
Total Toi;a 1 /1ET FLO!!
I nf1 O~I Outfl O~I Both Sexes Pale Fema1e
Pakistan 100 100
Rural 55.2 73.17 .17.<)5 .•23.03 -2.39
Urban '1.1. 78 2-.83 17.95 23.03 2.39,...
Punjah 69.07 71 •.18 -2.1'.1 -4..62 1.26
.. Rural .11.48 53.57 ~12.09 -16.76 ..0.62
Urban 27.59 17.'11 9.F8 12.14 1. 88
Sind 18. to 15.52 3.gP, 6.71 -0.57
Rural 6.73 9.21'( -2.51 -1.87 -3.11
Urban 11.67 5.28 0.:'l] 3.58 2.5"
N H F P 11.27 13.19 -1.9? ..2.61 -0.69
Rura 1 6.5~ 9.95 -3.~1 _11;-.,17 1.0.1
Urhan II.73 3.24 1 .~ 'I 1.86 -1.73
Baluchistan 1.26 'l.81 1).~5 0.52 0
Rura 1 0./)7 0.41 o.nn 0.07 0.29
Urban 0.79 0.'\0 0.39 0.45 -0.29
* In-~li(jrant, Return 11igrant and out ..mi(]rant (excluding ni~ration for
marri age) .
Sources: PLM 1979.
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IV. InterTh1tiona1'Migration 1972-79
An analysis of population ~ohi1ity in Pa~istan would not be
co~plete without rQfercnc~ to intcrn~tional Mip,rntion. The country's
former coloni'll ties, cOMbined "ith its location on thE border of n
resource rich ref-ion, h~ve ~,,~3nt that Pakistanis have n relntivcly high
propensity to travel abroad. Data collected under the PLM Survey
Qmigration modulE of~r an invaluable and in some respects unique
opportunity to 3ssess intp.rnntion~l~i~r~tory ~ove~ents in the CDun-
try, and their impact on the domestic economy and the society. Their
uniqueness ?rises in the first ~lace frOM th~ sePDrnte enuMerntion
of out-rni~rants, rctur-migrants nnd in-nip,rants. The survey, theref-
ore, c~n rrovide estimates of return migrnnts fro~ overse~s as well
os thf' (~xtent of erigrntion. ~foreover, by ndding the 'PLM t"".ir,ration
nodule to the lahour force nnd incor.~nnd ~xPf!nditur~surv(lYs, n
wide ranre of information is obtained about the mir.rants nnd thp-ir
households.
The snmp1e selection for the PLM survey as ~entioncd already
wns not specificn1ly designed for this particulRr sub-proup of int-
crest (i.c. intcrnntional ~ir,rDnts), ond sinil~r considerations to
thosE' revie~7ed in the internal r'.igrntion section npnly in this cns~.
No over sarnlinr of arens of out-ni~rDtion wns accomnodnt0d in the
sampling design. The sar>pleallocation caml'Jtbe consie,'red opti~"l and
it is not ccrtnin th.:lt the s:"M.plcsize is Inr~e ~")noup.:hto give .;\
D?~sure nf renssur~nce thnt rc~s0n~blcnational ~n~ surnati0nRl esti-
M1tes r.1.P!y ht' derived. But to rciter,"'.te D. roint M'1CCr:r>:"vicuslv, the
rr.nin obj..:ctivQ of the PUt survey trlS not so r:mch thr. p('np.r:ltion of
9. The Labour Force Survey (LFS)
and yielded no information on
questionnaire only covered in-mi~rnnts,
Patistanis presently ahroad.
'-
-.
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national or sub-national esti~ates, but rather to exa~ine the under-
lying behnvioural econamic and demographic relationships.
PLMInternntional ~ir,ration Estimates
Overall, 3.27 of the households enUT".erated in the PL" Survey
w~re rerortcd as hRvin2 at lcnst on0 person currently 3hro3d with e
larger l'roportion of urbnn (I •• 17) than rurnl (2 •.17:) households. Jus t
over ninetieth of these households had only member abroad, 5.57, rep-
orted two ",'nhers and 1.57 hnd threl' m","bers overseas.
Tnhle 17 rel'0rts the estinketes of out-ptigrntion derived from
the PLI1survey. Of th", l'n!:istanis I'ho enir;rllted since 1972, al'out
394,OnO ~,ere still ahroad at the tine of tho sur\'0Y, which is the
estirnnted net oUt-flCl' for the 1972-79 peri"d. The majority of these
emigrants (P'07,) were reoorted as having left for Iliddle Eastern coun-
tries, whilst rural IIreas appear to be the most prominent origin (607,).
Ahout 11 half of all emir-rants h.~ve emigrated from 11 rural areas in
Pakistan to the IHddle East.
In terns of absolute numhers, the Punjah is the major prcvince
of origin. Nearly two thirds of mir,rants presentlv overseas and ahout
a half of the emir,rants in the I'iddle East originllted from this pro-
vince. However, hearing in mind the distribution of the total popula-
tion (riven in the final column of Table 17) these firures do not
represent a dispropcrti"nate share of nir.rants. In relative terms, the
propensity to outmi[;rntc seems to be hir.hest in !~JFP,".here thp. share
of out-migrnnts is almost double th"t of the total population. Simi-
larly, a di~?ronorticnate share of Migrants COMes from urhnn nrcns, even
though in absolute terms most rnir-rnnts .qre from rurlll ori!"in.
-.
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Table-17
PU.j ESTWATES OF OUnlIGl(/\TI()I.1 ABR01\O (1972-79) BY PROVIi'!CF. OF
PREVIOUS RESHlEnCE NW RU~AL/URBI\N CATEG'lRY
Note: Estimates are arrived at ~y multiplying the numbp.rs with ratio of
Pakistan's Population (ID79) with Survey Pooulation.
Source: PL1j (1979)
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A surprising feature of these findings is the re1~tivc1y low
incidence of nigration fran Sind. No crni"ration froM rural Sind was
ohserved (a point to lJhich we shall later return) whereas only 11;(of
total migration onanat~d from the province's urhan households. Given the
location in Sind of the country's ""ajor port of entry and exit, K~rachi,
a higher incidence would have been r"asonab1y expected. If true, this
would suggest th~t prospects for securin" an overseas assignreent are not
particularly r,reater in the main city of access (as for example, is often
suggested in the cases of Manila in the Philippines and other capital
cities of the rerian).
Return mip,rants from nbroad nre reportee by nrovince of present
residence in Table 1R. It is estimated that approximately 02396 Pak-
istanis returned horne during the period 1972-79. Nearly 767- returnees
r-tJ
l-J-" ~Interestinr1y, abeot-recorded hy the survey carne from the ~lidd1e East.
Middle East
of the returnees from/ took up residence in urban areas. This COMP.R.YCS
'.
with only 317.of Middle-Eastern out-migrants oririnating in urhan areas
(See Table 17). On the assumption that out-migrants and return migrants
are no different in other respects, it appe~rs th~t the mir,ration cxpe-
dence increases the 1ikelihood of urban residence - return miprants who
were formerly of rural oripin prefering to take un residence in towns
and cities. The evidence is ndmitted1y s"mawhat circurostnntia1, and
requires further investigation.
About a half of the returnees too}:up resicence in the Punjab,
which is the same proportion rf~C0rdC'd for outmi;:r.::mts. A nucb L"lr1;er
rropcrtion of mi8r~nts returned t" Sine! (177) than left the'province
to ahrnnd (1.1%), sugr.cstin~ n tenrency fnr overSC3S nir,raticn to
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Table: 18
RETURN ~!IGRATION FROM ABROAD BY CURRENT PROVINCE OF RESIDENCE
1972-79
•"
, .
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cause a second stage nigration to Sind province. This is lil:ely to be
related to the f~ct that the najor port of exit and entry (Karachi) is
located in the province since all Sind returnees are urban residents.
Indeed, SOMe disquiet is caused by the fact th"t no ri"'turneesare recor-
ded for rural Sind, nor for urban Baluchistan. Few explanations can
be offered other than samplinr, errors, to which we shall return .
Estitk,tes of out-migration and return-migration to and from
abroad by year of migration (i.e. the year of the latest move) are
reported in Table 19. Care must be taken to internret the tahle.• This
gives the year of latest move of the current stock of outmip.rants and
return migrants, i.e. of those identified as out-mip.rants or return
rnip;rants at the time of the survey. The date r:.ivcn for each year
should not therefore, be taken as estimates of annual flows.•
An important feature of the data presented in Table 19 is
the rapid increase in return-migration. The clusttring of observations
at later years may he ;>ttributed to recall error in earlier ye"rs, or
simply to the fact that there is considerahle turnover in the stock of
mi~rants with only the latest move bein~ recorded. It is arguable
that these consirlerations would apply equally to out-migration and
return mir,ration.IO On this b"sis, it is interestinr to ohserve that
return migration has increased, both in ahsolute terms (column 3) and
in relation to the numhers outMii(ratinr to the !liddle East (coluT!1n4).
10. It is unlikely that recall error would have as much of an effect on
return-migration data (enumerated at the place of present residence)
as on out-~ip'ration, which is recorded nt the place of previous
residence.
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Table 19
PLM ESTIMATES OF OUT-HIGRATION ABROAD AIID RETURN MIGRATION BY
YEAR OF IlIGRATIOlI, 1972-79
Return nigration
Out ..~Ugration .liliroad from Abroad (3)
. (1)••
All Countries 1\11 Countries •Hindle East
- 1 2 3 4
1972 7,019 5,191 .7462 .35
1973 3,855 2,459 1325 .34
1974 17,203 9,332 1454 .OR
1975 33,67.1 25,328 26R3 .OR
1976 42,811 31,811 3475 .OR
1977 89,320 7.1,367 4318 •()5
1978 85,512 68,393 321h2 .38
1979 11'1,726 90,511 4451P .39
1972-79 394,150 307,692 92396 .23
. .
•67'Z. return flows recorded in the Survey are from the 11iddle East.
Source: PLM Survey, 1979 .
•
",
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1~hereas those who returned in 1975 represented only 8% of those who were
recorded as out-migratinc; that year, the ratio increased to 38% in 1978 and
to 3 9~in 1979. The indications are clear - whereas in the early and
mid 1970's return migration was relatively nef,lir,ible,hy the end of the
decade, return migration has become qunatitatively important.
Comparison With Other Estimates and Assess~ent of Data Reliability:
How do the results of the PL'j survey compare with other esti-
mates of international migration? In the light of t~q comparison, how
I. reliable are these data? There are two broad approaches to
"'
" .
measuring overseas migration from the country, firstly the stock/flow
I'1ethod, which combines tiMe series rlata on flows with base year stock
information; secondly the use of direct estim~tion of the overseas stock
throup,hhousehold surveys. The PLH data afford a conbilk"ltionof hoth
methods - its 'stock' datn relate to net flows ever the ~eriod 1972-79,
and have to be co~bined with base year stock estimates to give an app-
roxinntion of the current stock.
1972 is a convenient base year in stock/flC'w calculations
given the frequently cited stock estimate of 6~9,00(l hy Pakistan's
missions abroad. Reliahle flow data are hard to come by, the best
availahle bein~ the official estimates cited in the Pavistan EconC'mic
Survey 19?1-82 and reported here in Table 70. Summinr the rross out-
flo~vsand nssuminr. no return ~ir.ration rives n stock ~sti~ntc of
1,477,474 for 1981. To th~ PLM stock estimate of 1,003,150 for 1979
may be added the officially reported outflows for 1980 and 19~1 (as
riven in Table 20), yieldine a 'I'Ll" stock estilTk1teof l,2r9,('2p in
1981. The difference het"een the two figures (amountinp to 187,'\46)
can only partly be explained by the neglect of return mir.ration in the
Table 20
OFFICIAL ESTIM.~TES OF OVERSEI\S !UGR1\TIOI!
Private
Year (Overseas
employment Public Direct Total
promctors)
,.. 1971 3..3.10 191 3,534-
1972 3,359 1 ..171 4,530.
1973 7,65.1 .1..6.16 12, 300
1974 14,652 1 ..676 16,328
1975 21..766 1,311 23,077
1976 38,516 3,17:1 "~l:690
1977 77, 66~ 2,606 60,175 110,-1<15
1978 78,685 3,246 .;7,602 129,533
1979 80,615 3,058 34,586 118,259
1980 91,182 17,11-: 2.1,801 133,397
1981 119,711 821 32,5!i,9 153,081
Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, 1981-82
-,
- .
.•. .-.
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stock/flo" approach usinr-official data. This was estimated for the
period 1972-79 to be 64,668 by the PLM survey. Taking this into acc-
ount p.ives an alternative official stock/flo" estimate of 1,412,806
for 19111,"hich remains sienificantly higher than the figure indicated by
te PLH survey.
Whilst the stock estim~te hosed on official stock/flow data
is higher than the PLM findinr.s, there are reasens to believp th~t off-
icial flow data are even on the low side. Apart from their ne~lect of
illeeal micration, official time series de net include directly recru-
ited migrants before 1977. It thus arpears that tho estimate of 1.4
million based en the stock/flow "ith some adjustment for return mi~ra-
tion, should be considered to be .onunderestimate. Presumably illef'al
mirrants would be more likely to he recorded in the PL" survey than in
officia1statistics, which places the PLM 1981 steck esti=te of 1.2m
very much on the low side.ll
.\ likelv cnuse of this under-enumeration of.outmip,rants in the
t~~urvey is the problem of recall error, which is certain to affect the
reliability of information provided on earlier years. Cornrarinp offi-
cial flows ••-ith the PLM d"ta sur-rests that for recent years at least,
PLM estim"tes are reasonably reliable. If it is assumed that most
return mirrants since 1978 emigrated after 1977, an estimate of the
fross outflow between 1')77and 1979 from th" PL" survey woul~ al'\Ountto
some 343,947. This corlJ'ares"ith th,~officially recoro,'d pross outfl"ws
11.. 1972 stock estimates arc comnon to hoth sets of calculations. It
is possihle that thisfigure n1y ho inaccunte thourh the direction
of bias is hard to estahlish.
-.
-.
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of 3PR,237. ~lthouph there is some evidence of under enu~eration in
PL~!data, its extent is sir,nificantly less for these later years.
The i~plication of this co~parison is that recall 0rrors (i.e. under-
, 'f I' ). h . k f 12estlMatlon or ear lcr years nay c a serlous ,",eaness o. PU' data.
From the ~vailahle evidence, it is difficult to judra in ~hich
direction the recall error ",ill affect the stock esti~ate. If it
affects mainly return flows, there arc p'rounds for nore confidence in
the PL" stock estireate. IN this case, the official stock/flo<l datil.should
be revised dowmmrds, since they nepiect return mipration. On the other
hand, if the relatively low incidence of return-mipration recorded
in the ru' survey is reasonably accurate, it would appeer that stock
estimates based on official outflows would not he too far off the nark,
and would most pro~ably ~e under-estimates. It follo,",sthat PL'! data
would then be subject to under-"numeration.ospecially in recordin~ ear-
lier outmipration flows.
The second reethod of derivinp stock estimates is throurh the
use of a h0usehold survey. This, of course, is si~ilar to the arproach
adopted in the PL~ estiMates, except that PLH data refer only to 1~72-79,
and therefore, contain a 'flow' ele~ent (i.e. data refer to the stock of
1979 <,hich 'flowed' within the period 19n-79). Two !"ain Ildditinnal
survey tyre sources are presently available, with ,~hich W~ may compare
the PLM estinates. First, the Pa~istan Institute of Puhlic Opinion
(PIrO) Survey of 1979, which was the basis of calculations made by the
PIDE International ~igration rroject13 On the basis of various
1(. Official flow data for 1972-77 are not sufficiently reliahle
to ~Eke il.similar comparison for the eil.rlieryeil.rsfa PLM enUMe-
ration.
13. See. 1. Gibni, et aI, 1981
--
'.
-.
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assumptions, an estimate of 1.79 million Pakistanis abroad in 1979 was
derived. This is substantially higher than the ru' result.
Adding to this the official estimate of the lQRO/Rl flows, the
stock esitmate for 19A1 becomes 2.0P million. In the assessment of the
PIFO survey, the ILO/ARTEP report sur.r-estedthat if anythinr, this esti-
mate was on the low side. This is because the PIDE estimations are
bas eelon assumntions of averap;e household size which apnear too high and
because important areas of out-mirration were not included in the PIPO
survey. Hovever, since the ILO/ARTEl' report was published, dllta from
a second major source - the 19R1 census, --have become available. These
are reported in Table 21, which is based on a lOZ sample. Accordinp, to
this estimate, around 1.70ftmillion Pakistanis were ahroad in 19R1, having
left the country over the past 10 years.
The inevitable conclusion to be dra~~ from these comparisons
with the three major alternative estimates is that the rL'l survey data
on international mip;ration underestimate the true values, In all likle-
lihood, there are two main factors responsible for this. Firstly, the
aforementioned recall f'rrors in the T'U' survey appear to he pnrticularly
aprlicahle to early flows out of the countrv. Secondly the presence
of samplinr errors has almost certainly led to under-enumeration of out-
miiCrnntlloverseas. This '-usdgerlentis bas.ecl meinly on the dnta nresen-
ted in7(~ 13 !lnd l~ above. Zero entries out-migration from the return-
migration to rural Sinn, and return migrntion to urbnr Baluchistnn,
suprest that the sample selection procedures are auite inadeauate for
h . h d' .., 14t e purpoec In nn - I.e. measurlnr emlprRtlon. This is not to sugpest
11•. Accordinr, to the 1931 Census. 12.5 nercent of total out-I"irrnnts ahroael
came from rural Sind.
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Table 21
NUl1BEROF PERSONS MIGRATEDABROADDURING THE LAST 10 YEARS
From Urban From Rural
Total Localities Localiti2s
:.. Pakistan 1,708,539 291,079 1,41.-2,,160.
(100) (17.2) (82.8)
'. N~lFP 591, .105 35,768 555,637
(3.L6) (2.1) (32.5)
Punjab 735,285 158,.763 576,522
03.0) (9.3) (33.7)
Sind 300,35; 87,335 213,019
(17.6) (5.1) (12.5)
Baluchistan 77,126 9,280 67,8<16
(.L 5) (0.5) (<1.0)
Islamabad ~, 369 2,933 1,436
(0.3) (0.2) (0.1)
Source: 10% sample of 1981 census data.
-.
".
--
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however, that the data are unreliable for other purposes. They will
prove extre~ely instructive for in-depth investi~3tion of a wide range
of ir.lportnnt policy relevant issues, such as foreign exchan~e remittance
usc, effect on income distribution, and so on. These arc analyscrl in
the co~parison papers.
Overseas Stock of Pakistanis:
The assessment made in the previous section of the PLH dntn.
on international ~igration be~s :m important Question. t.]hi18tit showed
that the PL" survey was probably subject to underenumeration due to re-
call error and sa"plinp errors. no attempt was made to calculate the
most likely stock of overseas Pakistanis.
Reference has already been made to the alternative sources of
estimates of international reigr~tion fron Pakistan. For convonience,
these are summarised in Table 22; Our review highlip,hted the weaknesses
of two ~ethods used to obtain these estimates - tbe stocv/flow method and
the household survey method. But the recent information provided by the
10 percent count of the population census can be reprded ns the most
reliable, because of its sample size and its wide coverap,e, the entire
country. Th~ reported number of persons gone abroad during the last ten
years still livinp. outside at the time of the census count is estimated
at. 1.709 million. The main c1ifficulty with th!'census !'stimates is that
it does not include those whose duration of stay overseas extended beyond
the 10 years. Whilest independent estinates of the 1972 stock are avail-
able (Zulaikha Z:lr-lR) placed the stock at 689.(1(1(1 in 1972), neither thes~
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~ablc 2~
PAKISTAN'S MIGRANT ABROAD - VARIOUS ESTI~~;TES
No. of l'1igrants RGferencc
Source (Stock) Year
l. World Bank 205,300 1975:
2. IMF 500,000 1977-
3. l1inistry of L"bour & Hanpower 1,120,000 1979
".
4. Bureau of Emigration & Overseas .;89,000 1977-79
Employment
5. Nazir Ali 6.)0,000 1978
6. M. Akrar.1 1,200,000 1978
7. Z. Zar 1,500,000 1978
8. GHani 1,790,000 1979
9. PLH 1,400,000 1981
10. Population Census (lO% count) 1,709,000 1981
-.
",
Source: 1 World Bank E~ZNA-DED Study
2. UIF Survey, Volume 7, No .17 Septerrber 1978.
3. Pakistan Economic Survey, 1981-82. It is not absolutely '_..
clear whether the year referred to is 1981 as according
to the survey the figures refer to recent estimates.
1. Bureau of Emigration nnd Overseas EMployment Emigration
Statistics of Pakistan ~lanpO\-ler,l1inistry of Labour &
Manpower" Islamabad.
5. Uazir Ali "Manpower ~xport Impact on PakistanIs Econornylo
Economic Outlook, August 1978.
6. :-1. '~kram, 'Home ~cmittances, IBusiness Records, Feb.2,197R.
7. Z. Zar "External Higration of Labour from Pakistan,
1I0verseas Employment Corporation Ktd. Govt. of Pakistan,
K"r"chi 1978.
8. Gilani. Intern~l r-1igration - PIDE Rese.:1rch Report.
:'.
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sources nor the census data give any indication of whnt proportion of this
stock remained overseas until 1981. In order to derive an estimate of
the 1981 overseas stock, the 19R1 census estimate nust be adjusted by the
1972 stock, less an estimate of the rr,turnees fron the 1'172 stock. lJnfor-
tunately, there is no inforMation on return mif,ration of this sp~cific
sub-croup of pre 1972 out-mirrants.
The 1972 stock data, ane the 1971-81 flew data (from 10 percent
census count) have been adjusted to obtain a more reli~ble indication of
the 19R1 stock of overseas Pakistanis. These adjustments have relied to
sone extent on the inform~tion provided by the rL)' survey. The following
assunptions and procedures from the basis of our calcuations:
i- The ~tock observed for 1972 is taken as the base figure.
ii- The net out-flow reported by the IO percent census count.
is adjusted to cover the 1972-81 period. It is aSSUMed
that the net-flow of workers during the nine l'lonths
(March-December l'l71) is 50,000 - being one third of the
annual averaeD out-flows for the 1977-71 period.
iii- The base year stock figure is devided into workers and
dependents and region of destination usine Shahid's
ratio (13).
iv- The 1972-81 net flows arc broken do,nl into workers and
dependents, and region of destination usin" the PLM survey
data "hich refer to the 1'l72.'79net out-flovs.
b
v- Return flows from the 1972 stock are estimnted on the
has is of PL~~observations, find inf('lrr:vl tioo provided in
Sarapeldin et al (19~1). Fron the evidence of 1975
based-years dp-ta,Sera"eldin et al have sugpested that
P3kistani rnipr~nts at the time were generally nccomnanied
by dependents. Since the majority of tlese comnrised mig-
rants. »ho were alr•.•ady in the countries of erployrent
in 1972. it is reasonabl0 to conclude that tho ~ir.ration upto
1972 was quite cifferent fro~ the contract ~ir.ration ob-
servpd since 1973. The 1972 l:lir.rantstock is unlikely to
be su],ject to the same rate of attrition ns has bc;en observpd
'-,
"
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for post 1973 migrants. The observations ~~de by Serage1din,
et a1, that Pakistani !,opubtion in the .Hdd1e Cast is
und.r-r-oin~ a certain demop.raphic evolution and is more ._
permanent in nature, appears to apply nore to the 1012 stock
than to the lon-A1'flo<'", <.,hichaccording to PV! data, are
not characterised by high levels of dependency.
On the basis of observed return-mir,rat.ion recorded by t.hePLH,
we shall nssu~ed t.hat 4.5 percent of t.he 1972 stock had returned by 1981,
refle!ctinr the MOre permanent nature of pre 1973 mipr~tion. It must be em-
phasised that the calculations of returns from the 1912 stod, do not make
a material difference to the overall 1981 stock estimate.
The estimAted r:umber of Pakistanis .:lhroac is r..iven ,'1t 2.317
million in 19R1. This amounts to approximately 2.r.percent of the popu-
number
1ation. The estimater! I of workers is 1.6/,7million, which is aporoxi-
mate1y 4 percent of the workinr, vork-force. tThi1st in 1972, less than
one thirds of the country's out-mirrllnts were in th<:>llidd1e East and North
Africa, the saMe has risen to OVl'r two thirds by lOS!.
An interestinr feature of tl", calculations is the 1e<' incidence
of the mip,ration to the MIddle East dependents. According to PLM estimates,
only 1 percent of out-mif.rants to the !fIddle East and North Africa were,
dependents. On the hasis of this information, the ratio of workers to
total nip.rants i.e. the crude activity rate for migrants to Middle F.ast
rose from 20 percent in 1972 to RO porcent in 19P1. This contrasts with
the projections of the lJor1d Bank F.l'F.NAStU'!y (see ~l'ra,~e1din,et a1, 19f1!)
which reports a crude activity rate of 5f!percent in 1075 (the base year of
the study) and projects a decrease to 2flpercent in i9R5. Accordinr, to
PLH flow data, very fe.,dependents appear to 1:>"ni'Cratinp,to the ~'idd1e
East, "hich brio"s into Question the reliability of the f.'or1cBank projection~~
15. For an .~sseSSMent of the florid !Jonk EllENA study utilizin<' scndinr, country
data see DeMery i9R3.
.--
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lnt"rpolating the El.lENAstudy projections, yidds a 1981 stod: estinate
of 367,580 raHstani 1Jorkers in the'll dIe East am' North Africa. Fro!'!the
view point of rae.istan data this would appear to seriously und~r-estimate
the true situation which accordinl' to our calculations, is about four times
the estimate.
It '.10uldbe difficult to avoid the conclusion base~ on tlis review
of the alterna tive overseas Pakis tani ni,rants, that ~ consic'eraHe nu",her
(in excess of two million) are presently ovp.rseas, and that a substantial
prooortion of these are in the }ITcdlc East •
Table: 23
::;STP'W:'P-D STOCKOF PAKISTA?!IS ABP.OAD(000)
EstiMnted
Stock ~!3tOut-Flol. Return Stock in
1972 1972,,91 Flo~. from Harch 1981- 1972 Stock
" TOTAL 6R9 1059 31 2317
(a) !1orker 133 152<1 15 1647
(b) Deoennents 551 135 16 670--If .L:::COUNTRIES
Total 20rJ 1393 14 1579
( a) '"lorkers 40 1378 4 141>2
(b) Dependents 160 15 10 165
ALL OTH!':P.
COUN':\'RIES
Total 489 266 17 738
(a) r'lorkers 98 146 11 233
(b) Dependents 391 120 6 505
.--..
'.
,..
.-
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v- ~oncludinf. Observations:
This paper has described the n~ln migration flows as evidenced
by the PLllmigration survey. Th" survey was not necessarily designer' for
this purpose and there are some indications (especially with rer,ard to
oversens ~iRrntion) of unoer-enumerntion. There are, however, a nUMher of
important lessons to be c.rmm from the exercise rer,arc'inrthe enul"eration
of the mirrant population (apart from the nore obvious samplinr, imnlica-
tions). Firstly, the inclusion of the out-nirrant' catepory in the 8uTvey
has increasc(! the r.1~3sur0:rl incidence of rural-urban fl1igrntion ~vhich it can
be ergued is subject to underenuf!'lt~ration in Most survl~Ys which aC0pt a
census based sampling frame of households. Secondly the explicit probing
reBardinr, 'return migration' embodied in the PL'" Questionnaire hns increased
the measured incidence of urhan-rural migration, even in comparison with
the LFS 1979 and 1981 census, which werc bnsed on a very similar sample
and survey methodolory in most other respects. The inclusion of these
cAt€pories is p~rfectly fensible in Inrre scsle 'national' migrntion sur-
vey of mir.ration flows.
The I'LN survey 111so indicates that intern"l ",irration in Pakistan
is beco~inp increasinr1y Innp, distnncc an~ rural tc urhan in its orienta-
tion. This prohably is to sC'me extent rdllt to the rapi,11y increasing
flows of international MirratiC'n to the 'Hddle East, which ,,!,pearto origi-
nate mainly from rural Pakistan. There is some evidence that international
migration has induced a measure of internal mirration, with rniprants
of rural origin returning to urb~n are"s of Pakistan. On ~stim.Hc of the
stock of Pakistani. tmrk~rs overseas (Placcel [It.about 7.mill ion 01 tor-ether)
sugp,ests that the phenomenon has attained n sufficient di~~nsion to have
'.
'-..-
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measurable impacts on the domestic economy an~ society. A comparision
paper is currently un0er preparation on the consequences of mirration.
There is little doubt that from the point of view of measurinp,
mirration flows in )'akistan, the PLM mirration exercise has been worthwhile.
The PLM wipration data have not produced estim~tes of mirrntion flow that
are necessarily more reli"ble thnn other sourcs. The 19f1lCensus, of
course, will orovide the most reliahle information on mirration in the
1970's. Rut the survey does offer so~e particularly interostinr insirht
into the enumeration of miprantsin national householn survey, which should
be accomcdated in datn coll,:,ctionmethcdoloC',yin future surveys in Pakistnn.
Appendix Table: 1
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIO~: OF POPULATION BY MIGRATIOlI STATUS AHD CURRENT PLACE OF RESIDENCE 1972-79.
BOTH SEX/ALL AGES
Current All In- r.~turn Return Poten- In- Hon- Out-, Out- Out- aut- In-
Place of lli- t1igrant Higrant HigJ.'antHal Higrant Mig- Higrant Migrant Higrant fligrant Higrant
Residence Erant Exdur1- Inclu- from rHgrant Due to rant Exclud- Includ- from from froming ~'Jr ,.ling Abroad Milrri- ing for ing for Middle Other [lbroad
t1arrj- rrom Only age Harri- Harri- East Count-
age Abroad age age ries
Pakistan 100.0C 4.30 1.09 0.08 0.82 1.62 88.38 1.66 3.31 0.39 0.09 0.15
Urban 27.33 1.61 0.10 0.04 0.18 0.37 24.22 0.25 0.58 0.15 0.04 0.11
Rural 72.66 ~.69 0.90 0.04 0.65 1.25 64.16 1.41 2.72 0.24 0.05 0.04
Punjab 100.00 4.9~ 1.22 0.07 0.51 2.19 86.78 1.94 3.86 O.l~O 0.09 0.08~ Urban 24.41 1.63 0.21 21.13 0.65....• 0.03 0.14 0.46 0.29 0.15 O. O'l 0.04~ Rural 75.58 ,3.3J 1.01 0.04 0.37 1.74 65.65 1.65 3.21 0.25 0.04 0.04
Sind 100.00 3.50 0.40 0.08 1.24 0.32 93.47 0.29 o . 8l~ 1.53 0.06 0.33
Urban 41.09 1.98 0.10 0.08 0.17 0.21 38.01 0.10 0.40 1.53 0.06 0.38
Rural 58.90 1.52 0.20 0 1.07 0.11 55.46 0.18 0.44 0 0 0
UHF? 100.00 3.35 2.03 0.13 1.23 1.62 84.65 3.38 6.23 0.81 0.08 0
Urban 16.56 1.0E 0.27 0.02 0.44 0.28 13.65 0.38 0.73 0.11 0.01 0
Rural 83.44 2.::>0 :l:.76 0.11 0.79 1.33 71.00 3.01 5.50 0.70 0.06 0
Baluchistan 100.uO 1.00 0.57 0.07 2.49 0.09 94.43 0.45 1.00 0.40 0.01 0.19
Urban 17.G9 0.36 0.01 0 0.03 0.09 16.98 0 0.09 0.10 0.01 0
Rural 82.31 0.64 0.56 0.07 2.46 0 77.45 o .1~5 0.90 0.29 0 0.19
Source: PU! Survey 1979
.. I" I' ..
Appendix Table: 2
PROVINCIAL PERC:-:NTA.GEDISTRIBUTION OF llIGRANTS (OUT-MIGRANT EXCLUDINGFOR MARRIAGE+ lll-HIGRANT
r;}:CLUDINGF0R 11ARRIAGE+ RETUPJI-1UGRAlIT) DY TYPE OF MOVE: 1972-79 ALL AGES/BOTH SEXES
Current PREVIOUS PLACE OF RESIDENCE
Rtu.'i'.l to Rural Rural to Urban Urban to Urban
Place of
Residence Pun- S,iT\d NHFP Balu- All Pun- Sind NHFP Balu- All Pun- Sind NHFP Balu- All
jab chis- jab chis- jab chis-
tan tan tan
All laC 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 .'1. )0 100 lOG 100
Punjab 96.9tl lL38 5.81 0 71.1 77 .46 7.05 21.52 7.05 60.7 77 .43 31.32 36.42 5.54 62.7
. .'
~
'M:.:.Sind 2.57 86.02 ,4.14 0 21.2 15.54 92.96 '14.96 58.67 27.7 19.95 64.52 9.91 80.02 23.8
NHFP 0.37 l.U SO.05 100 7.4 5.21 0 32.05 0 9.7 6.85 2.15 52.60 0 12.3
Balu- O.CS 0.98 a 0 0.3 1.79 0 1.49 41.33 1,9 0.77 2.01 "'1.07 14.44 1.2
chistan
Ur;;ar, to Rural
All 100 100 10J 100 100
Punjab 84.1'3 ~4.17 16.57 47.95 64.5
Sind 5.16 48.31 3.65 0 12.9
NHFP 8.51 17.07 78.8E 10.84 20.5
Balu- 2.11 0.45 O.9~ 41.21 2.1
chistan
~o~lrce: PLH Survey 1979.
,
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Appendix Table: 3
PIRCENTlIGE DISTRIBUTION OF OUT MIGRANTS IlICLUDING FOR IlflR.T<IAGEBY PROVINCE
BY ORIGN/DESTINATION lIND RURAL/UREAl! 1972-79
Province of Destination
Province Pakist;:;n Punjab Sind HHFP Buluchistanof Totcol Rural Urban Total Rural Urron Total Rural Urren Total Rural Urban Totul Rural UrbanOrigin
Pakistan 100.CO 43.3': "6.66 63.39 31.84 31.55 19.42 3.13 16.28 15.19 8.20 6.99 2.00 0.16 1.83
Rural 82.39 39.20 43.1£ 53.30 28.85 24.46 14.70 2.68 12.01 12.80 7.57 5.23 1.59 0.10 1.!~8
Urban 17.C1 4.14 1:<.47 10.09 2.99 7.09 4.72 0.45 4.27 2.39 0.63 1.76 0.41 0.06 0.35
Punjab 73.06 32.54 40.51. 60.55 31.55 28.99 8.26 0.64 7.62 3.13 0.23 2.90 1.11 0.11 1.00
Urbun 12.20 Z.~1,) 9.14 9.47 2.90 6.57 1.75 0.07 1.68 0.75 0.08 0.68 0.27 0.06 0.21
Rural 60.l1 29.44 ?1.37 51.08 28.66 22.42 6.51 0.57 5.93 2.39 0.15 2.22 0.84 0.05 0.79
~
::::Sind 6.08 2.25 3.82 0.14 0.05 0.09 5.91 2.21 3.70 0 0 0 0.03 0 0.03.... Rural 3.15 ;1.32 1.33 0 0 0 :3.15 1.82 1.33 0 0 0 0 0 0~
Urban 2.93 0.~3 2.50 0.14 0.05 0.09 2.76 0.38 2.37 0 0 G 0.03 0 0.03
NIIFF 19.91 v.49 11.42 2.68 0.24 2.44 4.97 0.28 4.68 12.06 7.97 4.09 0.20 () 0.20
Rural 17.57 7.u9 9.6f 2.23 0.19 2.04 4.79 0.28 4.51 lC,.42 7.42 3.00 0.13 0 0.13
Urban 2.34 0.68 1.7':. 0.45 0.05 0.40 O.lB 0 0.18 1.64 0.55 1.09 0.07 0 0.07
Baluchistan 0.95 C.05 0.9( 0.10 0 0.10 0.28 0 0.28 0 0 0 0.65 0.05 0.60
Rural 0.86 O.liS 0.01 0 0 0 0.25 0 0.25 0 0 0 0.61 0.05 0.56
Urban O.O!? 0 0.09 0.10 0 0.10 0.03 0 0.03 0 0 0 0.04 0.00 0.04
.3ource: PLll Survey 1979 •
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Appendix Table~ ~
PERCENTAGE DISTRIIlUTIOII OF OUT-MIGRAIlTS (EXCLUDING FOP. MARRIAGE) BY CURlliWT A..'lD PREVIOUS
PLACE OF P£SIDLNCE 1"72-79
ALL AGES/BOTH SEXES
. -------_. '.
Pr~vious-----
Place, of
Resid~ncE
---- t'fll:r.s'f{ll.\
Total- .Urban . j<7;'"t'ai"Total
CURRENT PL1\CE orRtsIDENC-E----- ---------~--_. - ------.-
PUiIJf.-B--------Sillo---. -- -_._. -i!irFp. . .... . ilALUciii:sTr.i( ..... -
Urban Rura'i Total UrbanRural 1'otiilUrnan -Rural Total-Urban RuraT----------------- -.-- ---_ .. '- ,.
PUHJAB
Urban
Rural
PAKISTAol
Urban
Rural
~:>...•
~ SIlID
Urban
Rural
NWFP
Urban
Rural
BALUCHISTAN
Urb'll!
Rural
100.OC
14.5C'
85.41
73.4(
10.7':'
62.75
4.14
1.51
2.63
21. 54
2.36
19.18
0.85
G
0.e5
85.84
12.25
73.59
['2.",
9.17
.3.'12
3.46
LIS
2.31
1a.O'1
1. ~2
17. '.1
o
O.8~
1•. 16
2. j'l
J-.l.82
10. J7
1. 55
;,43
C.08
C.36
0.32
',.50
').43
a
o
56.16
7.37
"8.73
51. '18
6.64
'14.84
0.09
0.09
o
4.58
0.63
3.91,
a
o
a
45.62
5.81
39.81
41. 26
5.21
36.04
a
o
o
4.36
0.59
3.76
a
o
a
10 ..53
1. 56
8.97
10.21
1.42
9.79
0.09
0.09
a
0.22
0.04
0.17
a
a
o
28.28
4.28
24.00
14.26
2.57
11. 69
3.99
1. 35
2.63
9.53
0.35
9.18
0.49
a
0.49
26.70
4.02
22.68
13.83
2.57
11.25
3.41
1.U9
2.31
8.96
0.35
8.61
0.49
o
0.49
1. 58
().26
1. 32
0.43
0.0
0.43
1).58
0.25
0.32
0.56
a
0.5E
o
a
a
12.76
2.'14
10.32
5.69
1.15
4.53
a
o
o
7.06
1.28
5.78
c
c
a
10,89
1. 99
8.90
5.53
1. oa
4.44
)
)
)
5.35
0.89
4.46
<J
:)
a
1.87
8.45
1.41
0.15
0.06
t,;.09
J
U
o
1.71
).38
1. 32
o
o
2.80
0.49
2.31
2.03
0.35
1. 68
.J.OS
v.05
o
0.36o.as
0.27
0.35
o
0.35
2.63
,j.43
2.20
1. 86
0.28
1. 58
(;.05
0,05
()
0.36
0.08
a.26
0.34
a
0.34
0.17
0.06
0.11
0.16
0.06
0.11
(j
.,
u
a
o
o
o
o
o
", I"
Socrce. PL11Survey 1979.
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PERCENTAGL DISTRIP'JTION )f IN-MIGRANTS (EXCLUDING fOR MARRIAGE) BY CURRENT AND PREVIOUS
PLACE OF RESIDENCE (1972-79)
ALL AGES/BOTH SEXES
Bl,LUcni: ST iIIi
~ural Total Urban"Rural' ._.
!'re.,lous-' _ .. -' -- - CURRENT PL!\CEOFRtSIDENCE ..... ... ._.
Place of ._.-'I\1(IST,,-:'--'- --'-'-'PUlIJAB - SIND .--.- ..- -"'lli#p'
~~sideT!ce. _. j'~£' -=- Urb w- ~~u;;i._TotiiCUrban'RUral Total Ur])~_n_'_R_u_r-;_a~Tii i~:Urban
PAKISTJ'Ji
Urban
Rural
100.00
27.7°
72.2:c
35.49
16.51
18.38
">4.51
1'.28
5J.23
73.87
18.36
~5.51
2'L 25
10.88
13.36
49.62
7.47
42.14
16.98
5.55
11. 43
8.30
3.79
4.53
8.67
1.77
6.90
8.59
3.3'+
5 ') l:;
2.71
1.65
1.05
5.87
1.70
".19
v.56
0.54
G .)2
0.22
0.13
0.02
(j.34
0.34
o
PUNJAB
Urban
Rural
72.5CJ
17.95
54.55
24.0:'
.•.C.31
13.:.J.
<.L.47
7.63
4l .33
( 9.53
,5.18
t 3. 34
21. 45
8.79
12.65
48.07
7.38
40.68
2.06
0.90
1.15
1.91
0.90
1. 01
0.15
o
0.15
O.US
1).61
0.04
0.55
0.61
0.04
o
o
J
0.26
0..26
o
0.01
0.01
o
0.25
0.25
o
SIND
Urban
Rural
16.62
5.40
11.21
6.F'i
~. 5C
3.1~
9.95
1. B9
....05
2.79
1. 23
1. 55
1.41;
1.18
0.26
1. 35
0.05
1.30
13.66
4.01
9.65
5.13
2.24
2.89
8.52
1. 76
6.75
0.09
0.09
o
0.02
C.IJ2
a
0.07
'i.07
o
0.06
0.05
G
0.06
'J. OS
o
o
o
o
NIfFI'
Urban
Rural
10.18
3.77
6.41
4.2~
2.~2
2.1<-
5.95
1.65
4.31
1. 54
0.94
0.59
1. 35
0.91
0.4',
0.19
0.04
0.15
0.81
0.19
0.62
0.81
0.19
0.62
o
a
a
7.80
2.63
5.16
~ .04
1.02
1.02
5.76
1.61
4.15
0.03
o
o 03
3.03
o
0.03
o
o
u
BALUCHISTAN
Urban
Rurill
0.<-3
O.l j
'~O. O~
1.56
r.50
o
C.13
J.09
0.03
c
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
0.44
0.44
o
0.44
0.4'1
o
o
o
0.03
o
0.03
o
a
a
0.03
C
0.03
0.02
0.02
G
0.12
0.12
o
0.09
0.09
o
Source: PLM Survey 1979.
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AEpendix Table: 6
DISTRIBUTION OF Rt:TlJRN hI1Ri!lT'~ BY PLACE OF ORIGIN [tim DESTINATION {,NO RURAL-URBAl! (1972 -79)
Pre"T6iJS- -
_....._- -- - - . - .- -- ----.----CURRENT PLACE OF RESIDENCE- -- -- ... -._---. ~l'\.Klf .••A'H PUNJJ\B .._-- SIND ----.- .•. -il\lFP- - BALUCHI"STjJf' -Plcce of
Residence T6i:"ai Rur;iil- Ur');'u Total Rural - Urban Tote.l Rur"l-Urban Totai--Rurv.-C Urban To-ciil Rural . urbiii- --_. -- -_. ----_. ------ - -----_ ..--- .-- ..- ._ .. -- .._- --_. - _ . ..
PAKISTAN 100.00 L,J.S1 14. '~8 70.86 59.61 11. 2 5 7.72 7.27 0.45 19.82 17.08 2.7'1 1 S9 1. 56 0.04
Rur<:ll 42.61 J9.79 2.82 30.72 28.43 22.29 6.30. 6.30 0 ".22 3.59 0.52 1. 36 1. 36 "v
Urban 57.39 45.72 11. u7 40.14 31.18 8.96 1.42 0.96 O. 'is 15.60 13.39 2.21 0.23 - • a 0,04.....••.i ....
PUllJAB 53.92 53.2: 1(,.63 51 05 '17.83 10.24 0 0 0 5.87 5.'16 0 40 II 0 (;
Rur<:ll 29. ~)6 26. f1 2.:'8 21. 04 25.74 2.30 0 0 0 1.03 0.94 O.Og G 0 0
Urb<:ln 34.3f 25.60 8.26 3l .03 22.09 7.94 0 (; 0 4.83 4.52 0.31 ) 0 (;
~....• SIND 23.19 21.9" 1..~4. <J.E7 9.07 0.60 7.60 7.27 0.33 4.55 4.25 0.30 1, ....~G 1.36 0>~ Rural 11.07 11. O'{ () 2.30 2.30 0 6.30 6.30 a 1.09 1. 09 0 1 36 1.36 0
Urbcn 12.12 10.8? 1.24 7.37 5.75 0.60 1.29 0.96 0.33 3.45 3,15 (J. 3(j 0 <) 0
NWFP 11. 63 9.n ? ",,8 2.37 2.03 0.34 0 0 0 9.26 7.21 2.04 0 0 0
Rural 2.48 2 .04 0.44 0.38 0.38 0 0 0 (; 2.10 1.06 0.44 0 0 0
Urban 9.15 7.~1 1.,4 1.99. 1.55 0.34 (; 0 (J 7.16 5.56 1. 60 J (J 0
BI\LUCHISTAN 1.26 1.03 0.23 0.76 0.68 0.78 0.12 0 0.12 0.15 0.15 0 0.23 0.19 0.04
Rural 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 () u a 0
Urban 1.2C < • lJj 0.~3 D.75 v.68 0.70 0.12 0 0.12 0.15 0.15 0 0.23 0.19 O.lJ4
-_._---------- ---_._- --_. ._--_._ ..--- -
:"Retnrn migrant from abroad are excluded froJ:l this Table to 5-::8: the
internal return frlow of migrCltion only.
, , . ,~ . '. t--,
"
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